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Circuit Court
arraignments
scheduled for
27 individuals

/alley

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Nearly 30 individuals indicted
following a recent drug roundup in Calloway County by
Kentucky State Police are
scheduled for arraignment
before Judge Dennis Foust in
Calloway Circuit Court Monday
morning.
Twenty-seven persons were
indicted by a Calloway County
grand jury following "Operation
Fall Felons," conducted by KSP,
Murray Police Department and
the Pennyrile Narcotics Task
Force. Those scheduled to
appear have been charged with
various drug offenses, including the trafficking and possession of methamphetamine,
cocaine, prescription drugs, and
marijuana.
. Also scheduled to appear is
William Christopher Birdsong,
45, of Wells Purdom Road,
Almo. The case is scheduled for
motions on charges of 25 counts
of first-degree sexual abuse of a
minor under the age of 12 years.
Also scheduled to appear for
sentencing is Evansville. Ind.
resident Brandon McManomy,
24, who is scheduled for sentencing on charges of twocounts, first-degree criminal
abuse, first-degree unlawful
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Veterans Day Parade 2011

750

House GOP
sets vote
on budget
amendment

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger 8. Times
Above, the Murray and Calloway County high school
marching bands perform "God Bless America" on
Main
Street in Friday afternoon's Veterans Day Parade.
World War II veterans living at Spring Creek Health
Care
were driven through the parade on the Murray Callo
way County Transit Authority's trolley, below right, and
local
motorcycle clubs showed their support, below left.

•See Page 3A

By ANDREW TAYLOR
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — House GOP
leaders have scheduled a vote next week'
on a constitutional amendment that would
require a balanced federal budget.
But they're shelving a version of the
amendment that tea party activists favored._
Instead, the Republican leaders are pressing for Democratic votes in hopes of actually passing the measure. That's what happened in 1995, with lots of help from
Democrats.
The amendment requires that Congress
not spend more than it receives in revenues
unless three-fifths of both the House and
the Senate vote to do so and requires the
president to submit a balanced budget to
Congress.
"The American people are demanding
action," amendment sponsor Rep. Robert
Goodlatte, R-Va., said. "Our constituents
understand what it means to live within
their means and they expect nothing less
from the federal government. A balancedbudget amendment to the Constitution is
the only way to ensure that Congress curtails its spending."
The amendment is a product of frustration at the chronic inability of Congress to
curb the deficit — much less balance the

IR See Page 4A
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Meeting scheduled on
U.S. 68/KY 80 widening
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By KEITH TODD
KTC Public Information
CADIZ, Ky. - The
Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet (KYTC) has
scheduled a public meeting Thursday,
Nov. 17, to discuss the widening of U.S.
68/KY 80 in western Trigg County.
According to KYTC Chief District
Engineer Jim LeFevre, the meeting will
cover two projeci sections covering about
five miles of U.S. 68/KY 80. They are:
- From near the west intersection with

Dan Forecast
The National Weather Service
Saturday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 65.
Saturday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 52.
Sunday: Cloudy with a 30
percent chance of showers. A
high near 66.
Sunday Night: A 40 percent
chance of showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 59.
Monday: Showers likely and
possibly
a
thunderstorm.
Cloudy, with a high near 69.
Monday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 53.
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County gets grant for
records preservation
By TOM BERRY
future.
Staff Writer
"We are going to go back
The
Callow ay
County and capture as many old
Clerk's Office has been grant- records as we can.
Land
ed $34,645 to continue trans- records, deeds and some
of the
ferring government records others from year's
ago and
from microfiche to electronic transactions that
have been on
storage in an effort to preserve these little microf
iche cards,"
important records readily he said. "They
don't have a
available for public inspection. long life, but that
was the best
Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. said we could do back
in the 1970s
Thursday that the grant from and 1980s.
"
the Kentucky Department for
Electronic storage will better
Libraries and Archives, an preserve the
records and make
agency of the Education and them far more
accessible to the
Workforce
Development public when scanned into
a
Cabinet, will be used to per- computer
database. Coursey
manently scan real estate and says he's
glad to get the grant.
other records through use of a
"We apply for these grants
digital imaging system to a and someti
mes we don't make
computer database.
it, but we're pretty excited to
Coursey said the move will get
this one." he said.
make the records more accessible to the public far into the •See Page 3A
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TOM BERRY / Ledger 8. Times
MSU VETERANS SERVICE: Murray State University's ROTC Honor Guard, right,
and the
brass section of MSU's Symphonic Wind Ensemble, far left, take part in a cerem
ony Friday
afternoon at Lovett Auditorium honoring veterans. The ceremony was also part of
the grand
opening of the university's Veterans Student Lounge at Alexander Hall. See story
on page 3.
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Veterans Day 2011 Activities
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Pictured are
scenes from
Friday's
Veterans Day
activities in
Murray.
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•County grant...
From Front
Gov. Steve Beshear said preserving and managing local
records for future generations is
an important function of open
government, according to a
news release from KDLA.
"This program provides local
governments with an organized,
systematic approach to safeguarding valuable archival

records and ensures that the
public has access to those
records," Beshear said.
Forty-six grants have been
awarded statewide totaling
$871,738 from 2012 Local
Records Grant Program funds.
During the program's 26-year
history, a total of more than $18
million has been distributed
across Kentucky and included
grants to all 120 counties.

Kautz, told Judge Dennis Foust
another attorney would be taking
his place on the case. Circuit
From Front
Judge Dennis Foust told the court
had
information
that
imprisonment and violation of he
McManomy and his new attorney
an out-of-state EPO/DVO.
McManomy previously plead- may ask the court to set aside the
ed guilty to the charges in an plea deal. However, there have
agreement with Common- been no motions to that effect at
wealth's
Attorney
Mark that time, it was reported. As part
Blankenship in connection to an of the deal with Blankenship,
alleged sexual attack on a McManomy was
scheduled to be
female Murray State University sentenced
to a total of 15 years.
student in August 2010.
McManomy had initially pleaded
McManomy
was initially
not
guilty of all charges.
charged with first-degree rape,
Appearing for a status hearing
first-degree sodomy, kidnapping, first-degree assault and is Clay Cornelison, 20, a Murray
violation of an out-of-state man charged with two counts of
domestic violence/emergency third-degree burglary and receiving stolen property under $10,000
protective order.
He entered an Alford plea of in connection to an alleged break
guilty on current charges as part in at Debbie and Company Hair
of the Commonwealth's agree- Salon on 12th Street in
ment.
September. Cornelison has pleadDuring court action last month ed not guilty to all charges.
set for sentencing. McManomy's
Individuals facing charges are
counsel. Paducah attorney Will
innocent until proven guilty.

II Court...

III U.S. 68/KY 80...
From Front
KY 1489 at the entrance to Lake
Barkley State Resort Park, eastward to near the intersection
with Pete Light Springs Road;
and
- From Pete Light Springs
Road along U.S. 68/KY 80 to
the intersection of the Cadiz
Bypass and U.S. 68 Business at
the west edge of Cadiz.
The meeting will be held at
Lake Barkley State Resort Park,
and it will have an informal format. 11SYTC engineers and coosultants will be on hand In the
Hooks Room'from 5-7'V.M.,
CST, to proVide information.
take comments and answer
questions.
Written project

information will be provided.
There also will be displays with
plans and other exhibits.
Oral and written statements
will be accepted during the
meeting. . Anyone unable to
attend the public meeting may
review exhibits and make comments at the KYTC District 1
office for 15 days afterward.
The District I office is at 5501
Kentucky Dam Road, Paducah,
KY 42003.
All written and oral comments
submitted during and after the
. meeting will become part of die
official record. Once compiled,
the record will be made available for review and copying
upon receipt of an Open
Records Request.

MSU service honors veterans
By TOM BERRY
Both events were sponsored
Staff Writer
by President Dr. Randy Dunn's
Murray State University hon- office and Veterans Affairs offiored both active duty military cials.
and veteranw during a patriotic
Dr. Josh Jacobs, Dunn's chief
ceremony Friday at the front of staff, spoke briefly comentrance of Lovett Auditorium.
mending all veterans for their
The ceremony, which featured sacrifice in a statement of
MSU's ROTC Honor Guard remembrance and recognition.
presenting the flag and the brass
"We want to thank all veterans
section of MSU's Symphonic that have and continue to fight
Wind Ensemble playing the for democracy and freedom
Star-Spangled Banner, was ded- around the world," Jacobs said.
icated to all American veterans
About 70 persons including
with special honors directed members of the university's
toward those connected to the ROTC program attending the
univepity.
event were invited to the recepThe observance was also part tion at Alexander Hall for the
of the grand opening of a new opening of the new student
Veterans Student Lounge locat- lounge. Veterans
Student
ed in Room 300 at Alexander Lounge is dedicated in honor
Hall.
and memory of veterans.

International Education Week at
Murray State connecting globally
By KELLY STURGEON
MSU public relations
Murray State University Invites students,
faculty and staff, as well as the Murray community, to participate in International
Education Week (IEW) on campus, Nov. 1418. IEW began in 2000 and is recognized in
more than 100 countries. It is an event to
understand global economies and encourage
international education and exchange.
Murray State University strives to provide
beneficial events and promote a balanced education for its students. IEW creates an opportunity for people to learn about various cultures and experience international ideals by
participating in the events during the special
week.
The theme for the event is "Global
Engagement: Making a Difference." The purpose is to promote students to engage more in
their community through community service,
educational activities and social gatherings.
The Murray community . can experience a
variety of events throughout the week including panel discussions, guest speakers, interactive activities and other informative events. A
few activities include:
Global Engagement Abroad: CCSA Cooperative Center for Study Abroad(CCSA)

allows students the opportunity to study
abroad in English-speaking countries. This
session explains information about the countries and classes available for Murray State
students. It will occur in the Curns ('enter
Barkley Room from 1:30-2:30 p.m. on
Monday.
Sustainability and Alternative Education:
Learning Abroad Through Immersion - The
panel, Dr. Neal Messer and Dr. Therese Saint
Paul, will introduce opportunities for students
to become more involved in study abroad programs by participating in community service,
work experience and interacting with local
residents in French- and Spanish-speaking
countries. The session will be in the Cunis
Center Ohio Room 9:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. on
Tuesday.
International Bazaar - This event'welcomes
local public schools, MSU students and others
to interact with Murray State international students from more than 25 countries. The international students set up booths, provide information about their countries and demonstrate
customs including songs and dances. It will
take place in the Curris Center Ballroom from
9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Wednesday.
Teaching English in China -A representative
from a Chinese university will discuss job

Harper ensuring necessary services provided overseas
By SGT. SCOTT RAPER
Harper's
149th Maneuver
position falls
Enhancement Brigade
under
the
BAGHDAD - Operation of a
Directorate of
military base overseas is not an
Public Works
easy task. There is only so much
in the brigade.
that soldiers can do to handle
He is responsisuch a job. That's where civilian
ble for the
contractors come into play. At
interaction
Victory Base Complex, several
with the Fluor
companies work to assist the
Harper
Company, a
military with the basics of what
contractor that
is essentially a fully functional provides such services as
city. The cooperation is vital and plumbing, electrical and consomeone must be the go- struction. Their employees
between to keep up the relation- respond to problems ranging
ship.
from a burnt out light bulb and
"It's my job to ensure that nec- faulty air conditioners to water
essary services are provided and main breaks on the base perimemaintained by the contractors ter. Harper must be aware of all
on VBC," said 1st U. Geremy the issues Fluor deals with to
Harper with Headquarters, ensure the coordination with
Headquarters Company,. 149th military assets to fix the probManeuver
Enhancement lem.
Brigade.
His daily assignments include

formal proposals for minor construction and repair projects. He
must include plans and applicable budget concerns to meet the
needs of the military and the
base.
Administrative work keeps
him busy, but as he said,"something interesting happens everyday. The best day is a boring
day. It's our job and Fluor's to
keep life, health and safety of
Soldiers in mind."
Soldiers of the 149th MEB
have not been in Iraq long, but
Harper is amazed at the amount
of work his section has had to
do. And as soon as they become
used to the workload, things
change as VBC shrinks in
preparation for the redeployment of U.S. Forces from Iraq.
Harper said as ideas of the shutdown shift, so does his operation. And it is not always a
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smooth transition.
"The hardest part of the drawdown is that we can't fix everything that needs to be fixed," hel
said.
As an engineer officer back
home, the Murray, native is used
to doing all the work, from making the plan to executing it. He
grateful for the help contracto
provide, calling them great people to work with. It can some4
times be a struggle he said, espe 1
cially missing his three-year-o14
daughter, but being part of some
thing historical means a lot t
him. And he credits his feIlotl
soldiers such as Sgt. 1st Clas
Jason Brown for the carnaraderi
on the job day in and day out.
"Every time I leave the office
I take my radio because we an
on 24/7, but it is the job satisfac
tion that makes me enjoy it., It i
fun and exciting work"
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opportunities available in China after graduation. The session will promote teaching
English and will occur in the Curris Centerj
Mississippi Room from 1-2 p.m. on Thursday.
Other events include:
Chinese Arts and Games. Monday,4-5 p.m.,
Corns Center Mississippi Room.
International Date Auction, Monday, 6-8
p.m., Curris Center Stables.
40 Minutes to China, Tuesday, 12:30-1:3(k
p.m.. Curtis Center Barkley Room.
Discussion of the Arabian Spring
Wednesday, 2:30-3:30 p.m., Curris Centej
Barkley Room.
The keynote address for
International
Education Week is J. Maarten Troost, author
of three travel memoirs that detail his experiences in the Pacific Islands and China.
event will be in Wrather Auditorium on
Thursday at 6 p.m. A reception will take
in Pogue Library immediately afterward.
Murray State's IEW events are free o
charge and available to the public unless oth
erwise noted.
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Sondra V. Levin*
. Sondra V. Lovins, 63, of Murray, Ky., died at 1:35 p.m. Friday,
Nov. 11, 2011, at her home.
Online condolences can be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at Blalock-Coleman &
York Funeral Home.

Julia Washburn
Julia Washburn, 86, of Benton. Ky., died Friday, Nov. 11, 2011, at
the Lakeway Nursing home and Rehabilitation in Benton.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at The J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Frank Young
Graveside services for Frank Young, 68, of Almo, Ky., were held
at 11a.m. Friday, Nov. 11.2011, at Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Young died Wednesday, Nov. 9, 2011, at his home.
He was preceded in death by his father, Frank S.
Young Sr.
He is survived by his wife, Patty Thurmond
Young, of Almo; his mother, Anna Owens Young,
of Stampgroung; one son, Frank S. Young III and
wife, Becky, of Georgetown; one daughter Kim
Noddy and husband, David, of Georgetown; three
sisters, Carol Conner, of Georgetown, Louise Rose
and husband, Bobby, of Stampgroung and
Rosemary Cassity and husband, Larry of
Georgetown; and five grandchildren.
Young
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of
contributions to the Hopice of Murray, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY
42071. Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral
Home.

Wyvonna `Podge' Roberts Grant
Funeral services for Wyvonna "Podge" Roberts Grant, 70, of
Ledbetter, Ky., will be held at 1 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 12, 2011, at the
Milner and On Funeral Home of Paducah with the the Rev. Terry
Mitcheson officiating. Burial will follow in the Oak Grove
Cemetery in Ledbetter.
Grant died at 3:24 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 9, 2011, at Oakview
Nursing and Rehabilitation Center.
She was born in Charleston, Mo. She was a retired teachers aide
for the Ledbetter Elementary School for many years. She was a
member of the Ohio Valley Baptist Church and the Eastern Star. She
was a 1959 graduate of Paducah Tilghman High School.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Patrick "Pat" A. Grant.
Her parents were Woodrow Roberts and Hallie G. Comer Roberts.
She is survived by two daughters, Amy Grant Castillo and husband, Oscar G. Castillo, Jr. of Itasca, Texas and Rebecca Grant
Bohannon and husband, Roy Bohannon, Jr. of West Paducah; one
son, Patrick Andrew "Andy" Grant II and wife, Joyce Marie Grant,
of Ledbetter; and five grandchildren, Zachary Scott Bohannon, of
Murray, Halle Marie Grant, Davin Andrew Grant, both of Ledbetter,
Nicholas Andrew Castillo of Itasca, Texas and Brent Marbut and
wife, Amanda, of Liberty, Mo.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to the
American Cancer Society, 3140 Parisa Dr., Paducah, KY 42003.
Online condolences may be left at www.rnilnerandorncom. Milner
and On Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Imogene Belcher

-Funeral services for Imogene Belcher, 86, of Murray, Ky., will be
held at 11 a.m. Saturday, Nov:12, 2011, at Grace Baptist Church
with Sammy Cunningham, Terry Sills and David Brasher officiating. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Belcher died Wednesday, Nov. 9, 2011, at Nortons Hospital in
Louisville.
She was a member of Grace Baptist Church.
She is preceded in death by her husband, Urban Belcher; her parents, Roy S. Lee & Ruth Sellers Lee.
She is survived by three sons, David Belcher and wife, Ruth, of
Benton, Danny Belcher and wife, Susie, of Hopkinsville, Tim
Belcher and wife, Dewanna, of Almo; one daughter, Sandra
Stephens and husband, Bob, of Kirksey; two brothers, Robert Lee,
of Romulus Mich., Rollie Lee and wife, Martha, of Allen Park
Mich.; twelve grandchildren, nineteen great-grandchildren, several
nieces and nephews.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
Wayside Christians Mission- Hotel Louisville Downtown, 120 W.
Broadway Louisville, KY 40218. Arrangements are being handled
by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Steve Beshear called
Friday for Kentuckians to "fully
appreciate the sacrifices and
conumtment" of the state's veterans.
Beshear spoke Friday at a
Veterans Day ceremony in
downtown Frankfort where he
paid tribute to the more than
330,000 veterans in the state and
the 12,000 soldiers now serving
in the Middle East.
"It is imperative that•We as a
free people in a world of shifting
political alliances and uncertain
values fully appreciate the sacrifices and commitment required
t3 maintain that freedom." he
said.
Some 300 people gathered on
the lawn of the Old Capitol for

the Veterans Day ceremony, an
occasion Beshear used to urge
Kentuckians to show their gratitude to present and past service
members.
"Obviously, we can never fully
repay them for their service and
for the sacrifice," he said.
In his remarks, Beshear
announced that a bronze plaque
will be placed outside the
Capitol Rotunda to honor
Kentucky's 59 Congressional
Medal of Honor recipients,
including the newest, Dakota
Myer. The former Marine from
Greensburg rescued fellow soldiers and Marines ambushed by
in
insurgents
Taliban
Afghanistan in September 2009.

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times

GAS INSTALLATION: Murray Public Works employees are pictured recently installing a gas line at Grease Money on 12th

Street.
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Goodyear plant in Union City sold to tire maker
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — The former
Goodyear tire plant in Union City has been
sold to a maker of off-road equipment tires,
officials said Friday.
The sale to Titan Tire Corporation is effective immediately, but the purchase price is
not being disclosed, Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Co. spokeswoman Amy Brei in
Akron, Ohio, told The Associated Press on
Friday morning.
The 43-year-old Goodyear plant was
Obion County's largest employer until its
closure in July, putting 1,800 employees
from West Tennessee and western Kentucky
out of work.
Titan makes tires for large earth-moving
equipment, farm implements and other offroad vehicles. It was not immediately clear
how many jobs would be created in Union
City.
Titan plans to use the plant to mix rubber,

but the company was not immediately
releasing any details on when production
would begin or how many people would be
employed there, said Krista Gray, investor
relations spokeswoman for Titan.
Gray said Titan CEO Maurice Taylor
would have a statement Monday with further details.
Union City Mayor Terry Hailey said the
announcement brought a sense of optimism
to the city and county, which saw unemployment grow dramatically and residents leave
the area to find other jobs after the plant closure.
Halley said Friday he had not heard from
Titan about its plans for the plant.
"We hope that they'll put in a manufacturing plant there where they'll employ several
hundred people," Halley said.
The sale comes after weeks of rumors that
Titan was going to buy the plant. Halley

said. Goodyear informed Halley on
Thursday that the sale had been completed.
"The effect will be that maybe we'll create
lots of jobs for the folks around here who
have lost their jobs," Halley said.
The disclosure of the sale comes after the
U.S. Department of Labor announced
Tuesday a $3.4 million grant for re-employment services to about 850 laid-oft
Goodyear workers in the region.
The grant was awarded to the Tennessee
Department of Labor and Workforce
Development. Secretary of Labor Hilda L.
Sobs said the workers voill be better prepared for good jobs in Tennessee's growing
industries by enhancing their skills using the
grant.
The Labor Department said $1.3 million is
being released initially. The rest will be
made available as needed.
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USDA yanks Christmas tree fees after criticism
By MARY CLARE
IALONICK
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) - Is the
Obama administration really
taxing Christmas trees?
No, but the White House said
this week it was reversing its
decision to approve an industrysponsored Christmas tree promotion program after conservatives accused the Agriculture
spoiling
of
Department
Christmas with a new tree tax.
. The program - similar to
familiar industry campaigns like
"Got Milk?" "Beef: It's What's
For Dinner" and "The Incredible
Edible Egg" - would have been
fully funded by fees on the

industry at 15 cents per
Christmas tree sold. The industry had asked the USDA to set
up the program.
Conservative critics said the
costs could eventually be passed
on to consumers. The National
Christmas Tree Association said
it wouldn't have an impact on
the price consumers pay for
their trees.
White House spokesman Matt
Lehrich said the USDA would
delay the program, but defended
it, saying it was not a tax.
and
promotion
USDA
research boards are common,
used by at least 18 other agriculThe
tural
commodities.
Christmas tree industry peti-

budget.
It still faces a
decidedly uphill battle, even though Republicans
control the House with larger numbers than they
had in 1995, when a balanced-budget amendment
sailed through the chamber with 300 votes. It fell
just one supporter short of the required two-thirds
margin in the Senate.
There appear to be fewer Democratic backers
now than there were in 1995, when 72 House
Democrats voted for the amendment. For starters,
there are far fewer Southern conservative and
moderate Democrats in the House than there were
back then. And longtime amendment supporter

tioned to set up its own promotional program after years of
concern about lost market share
to the artificial Christmas tree
The
National
industry.
Christmas Tree Association said
a majority of growers favored
the petition.
Industries get the Agriculture
Department involved to make
sure the effort to promote their
product is fair and unified. If the
USDA eventually approves it, a
board of industry representatives will make decisions on
how to promote and research
Christmas trees.
David Addington. a former
chief of staff to Vice President
Dick Cheney and now a vice

Steny Hoyer of Maryland, the No. 2 Democrat in
the House, has switched positions to oppose the
amendment.
GOP conservatives had rallied behind another
version of the balanced budget amendment that
would put a tight cap on the federal budget and
require a two-thirds vote in Congress to raise
taxes. But there's no way many Democrats would
vote for that version.
To amend the Constitution, it takes a two-thirds
vote in both House and Senate and ratification by
38 states. At least 48 Democratic votes are needed
to get the required two-thirds margin in the GOPcontrolled House.

president at the conservative
Heritage Foundation, said in a
post on the think tank's website
that the money coming into the
federal government constitutes
a tax.
"The American Christmas tree
has a great image that doesn't
need any help from the government," Addington said.

• The South 641 Water
District, Hazel, will be flushing hydrants Sunday Nov.
13, from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.
• The City of Murray Health
Insurance Committee will
meet at 7 p.m. Monday at
City Hall to discuss renewal
quotes and possible premium increases. The committee will listen to reports from
North
American
Administrators and Anthem
Blue Cross/Blue Shield
• To report a Town Crier
item, e-mail: editor@murrayledger.com.
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Dr.Reed Jarvis
1208 Johnson Blvd.
Murray,KY
759-1429
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978 Ledbetter Road
This house is tucked away in a quiet part of the county and sits on 6 acres of wooded land with a large
pond. Home has had some remodeling done and is
ready to move into today. This would be great for first
time home buyers, or a private get-away cabin. Land
borders TVA land. This is a must see to appreciate.

270.753.9999

See this house and many more
at www.sbgproperty.com
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Senior Activities

By TERI COBB
Activities director
I
Activities for the week of Nov. 14-18 have been released as folRon McClure will be in Mayfield on
II
lows:
Tuesday, Nov. 15, and Wednesday, Nov. 16,
at the VA Clinic, 1253 Paris Rd., Mayfield
Monday events include Armchair Aerobics at 9 a.m. Fitness
from 9 CM. to 3:30 p.m. Veterans and
Aerobics begins at 10 a.m. Cooking with Pumpkin will be presenttheir families will be provided counseling
ed at 10 a.m. Women's Issues begins at 10:30 a.m. Bingo starts at
and assistance in Ming claims for state
12:30 p.m. The Wise Owl Book Club meets at 12:30 p.m. Line
and federal benefits. This is a free service
Dance starts at 1:30 p.m. On the menu is pork cutlet, mashed potapro% ided t) the state of Kentucky. For
toes with brown gravy, buttered spinach, green beans, whole wheat
information. contact Regional Field Rep.Ron
roll and ice cream.
McClure at 1270) 247-2455.
Tuesday events include Strength & Stretch Class at 8 a.m., Health
Datebook
Express
will be here from 8:30-11:30 a.m. Men's basketball starts
Jessica Morris,
Country ham breakfast set
Community
at 9 a.m. Chair Volleyball follows at 10:15 a.m. Ping Pong begins ai
The public is invited to attend a country
editor
ham breakfast Tuesday. Nov. 15, from 6-9
12:30 p.m. Those with November birthdays and anniversaries will
a.m. at Hardin South Marshall Senior Citibe recognized at our monthly party at 12:30 p.m. ZUMBAS Gold
zens. Cost is $4.50.
Fitness begins at 2:30 p.m. On the menu is baked chicken, buttered
Photo provided
noodles, mushroom gravy, green beans with almonds and whole
Food Allergy Support group to meet
WATCH DONATION: Richard Crittendon, Temple Hill wheat
roll.
The next meeting of the Food Allergy Support group will Masonic Lodge treasurer, presents a check to Peggy
Wednesday
events include Strength & Stretch at 8 a.m.,followed
be held Monday. Nov. 14. at 6 p.m. at the Center for Health Williams, director of the WATCH Center, a non-profit organiby Armchair Aerobics at 9 a.m. Fitness Aerobics begins at 10 a.m,.
and Wellness.
zation that assists people with disabilities. Donations raised
Powder Puff Pool is from 10-11:30 a.m., The Parkinson's Suppo0
will assist with the more than 7,000 square foot gyMnasium Group
will leave at 10:30 a.m. for a lunch outing. Pinochle Club
Calloway County GOP to meet
and activity center currently in construction.
The Calloway County GOP will meet Monday, Nov. 14, at
begins at noon, and Chair Yoga at 12:30 p.m. On the menu is meat
the Calloway County Library at 6:30 p.m. Post-election planloaf, baked potato, seasoned cabbage, whole wheat roll and peach
ning will be discussed.
slices with granola.
Thursday events include Strength & Stretch class at 8 a.m.,
Music Department of MWC to meet
Those who have signed up for the Lamberts trip should be prepareq
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
to leave the Center at 9 a.m. Shuffleboard begins at 9:30 a.m. Blood
meet Tuesday, Nov. 15. at 7 p.m. at the clubhouse. The Murpressures are taken from 9:30-10:30 a.m. ZUMBAS Gold is at
ray State University Blue Jazz combo will present a program
12:30 p.m. On the menu is beef pot roast, roasted potatoes and carunder the direction of Todd Hill. Hostesses will be Linda Scott. Special to the Ledger
(Kentucky Educational Televirots, confetti slaw, whole wheat roll and bananas.
Gayle Rogers, Pat Conner, Lilia Murray, Linda Stalls and Joan
Murray State Uni‘ersity's
sion), WSIL and through local
Friday events include Armchair Aerobics at 9 a.m. and Apples to
Cavitt. All members are encouraged to attend.
Roundabout U is all about the cable systems. Specific airing
music this week with co-hosts dates and times can be found Apples game will be played at 9 a.m. Wii Bowling from 9-11 a.m.
Al-Anon support group will meet
Sarah Clark and Jim Carter.
online
at Fitness Aerobics begins at 10 a.m. Open Bridge begins play at 10
Have you been affected by someone ‘else's drinking? AlCarter and Clark attend the www.roundaboutu.com.
a.m. The Hand & Foot Club will begin tournament play at 12:30
Anon is a support group for friends and family members of Lovett Live Series in Murray
Roundabout U is a weekly, p.m.The animated movie,Rio, rated G,will be shown at 12:30 p.m.
alcoholics. This group meets Monday night from 6.30-7:30 this week to see aspiring song- award-winning video magazine ZUMBAO Gold Toning will begin at 3:30 p.m. On the
menu is
p.m. at University Church of Christ. For more information, writers and to explore the song- produced by Digital Media at ham,egg,potato
bake,stewed tomatoes,hot fruit compote and bran
contact Candy at (417) 294-5292.
writing series at MSU. Pattie Murray State University. Filmed muffin.
Donahoe, vice president of the in high definition, the show
Community Kitchen serving lunch Sunday Bazel Group, helps bring in highlights events throughout Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center is located at 607
Each Sunday from 12:30-1:30 p.m. the Community Kitchen rising country music artists, Kentucky and the region. Visit Poplar St., Murray.Lunch will be served Monday through Friday at
of Murray serves Sunday lunch at no cost to anyone in need. and even Murray State's own the website for up-to-date infor- 11:30 a.m. for a suggested dOnation of $2.
Transportation is offered on a daily basis from 9 a.m. to 12:30
Lunch is served in the gym of First United Methodist Church, Shaina Goodman and Melissa mation and clips from past
503 Maple St. Enter by the back parking lot gym door.
Crespo played for the students. episodes. Fans can also follow p.m. If you live in the city limits and need a ride to the center, the
Plus, Clark had the opportuni- on Facebook and Twitter for doctor,grocery store, bank or pharmacy,call one day ahead of time
CCHS Soccer Banquet tickets on sale
ty to catch up with Burns and pictures, information
and to schedule your ride.
Tickets will be sold for the Calloway County High School Poe, and Karen Staley who videos, and viewers can watch
The exercise room is open Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to
Soccer Banquet on Monday, Nov. 14, in the front lobby of share their own stories behind past episodes on Roundabout's 4:30 p.m. Those who are 60 and older are
invited to exercise at no
CCHS during lunch periods. The banquet will be held Thurs- their music.
YouTube page.
cost, as well as take advantage of other activities and services
day. Nov. 17, at 6 p.m. in the school cafeteria. The public is
This episode of Roundabout
For more information, coninvited to attend. Both varsity and JV players will be recog- U airs at various times Nov. tact Clark at (270) 809-3344 offered. Contact the center at 753-0929 for More details.
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center is a-United Way Agency,
nized. Tickets cost $12 for adult and students, $8 for children 13-19, and is broadcast on KET or clarksarah5@gmai1.coin
under 10. Tickets will not be sold at the door. Players will eat
for free. For information, call Tia Allbritten at (270) 227-8932.
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Hospital Menus

TOPS meeting Tuesday

"Heart Smart" is the program
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) for the menus in the cafeteria of
will meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Murray-Calloway
County
Visitors are welcome. For information, call Sheila at (270) Hospital.
227-1723.
Anne Newberry,dietitian, said
-the menus are designed to help
Parkinson's group will meet Tuesday
those restricting saturated fats
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday at noon at the and sodium in their diets and are
Weaks Community Center. Persons coming for lunch should those marked with an*. For café
arrive by 11:30 a.m. For information, call Dixie Hopkins, 753- catering, call 762-1112. Menus
6001.
are subject to change without
notice.
CCHS Cheerleaders to host bazaar
Menus for the week of July
The Calloway County Cheerleaders will host a Holiday 25-31 have been released as folBazaar Sunday, Nov. 13, from 1-5 p.m. in the front commons lows:
of CCHS. There will be homemade and Thanksgiving items.
Monday - *Island chicken,
as well as Christmas crafts. Vendors include Uppercase Living, breaded chicken tenders, Caesar
Bailey & B Photography. Scentsy, Avon, Lia Sophia jewelry, salad, polish sausage, sauerPampered Chef, Laker items and more.
kraut. *rice pilaf. *sauteed vegetable blend, parmesan corn on

BBBG reading group to meet Monday

array Health

The Brown Bag Book Group of the Calloway County Public Library will meet Monday. Nov. 14. from 12-1 p.m. to discuss -The Chocolate Chip Cookie Murder" by Joanne Fluke.
This informal adult group is led by Sandy Linn and Mignon
Pittman. The public is welcome to bring lunch with the library
providing drinks and dessert. Participants do not have attend
every month. For more information, call 753-2288.
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The annual Humane Society Holiday Bazaar, Bake Sale and
Pet Portraits will be held Saturday. Nov. 12 from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library community room.
Food items, handmade crafts, pet toys, needlework and gift
items will be for sale.

MMS Technology
committee to meet
The Murray Middle School
Technology committee will
meet Monday, Nov. 14, at 3:30
p.m. in room 211. The public
is invited to attend.

'Taste of Murray•
set for Monday
"Taste of Murray," hosted
by Murray Main Street Banquet, will be held Monday.
Nov. 14, at the Robert 0.
Miller Conference Center. A
silent auction will begin at
5:30 p.m followed by dinner
at 6 p.m. Cost is $12 for individuals. For more, call Deana
Wright at 759-9474.
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*seasoned green beans, *baby
carrots, *vegetable beef and
lentil soup, "Breakfast for
Supper."
Friday - lasagna, *vegetable
lasagna, breaded fish filet on
bun, creamy chicken dijon,
*Italian green beans, *Malibu
blend vegetables, *baked potato. breaded cheese sticks, garlic
toast, potato and bacon soup.
Saturday - *crumb top fish
filet, meatball subs, pork fritter
w/gravy,*seasoned green beans,
roasted potato wedges, onion
rings, soup of the day,
"Breakfast for Supper."
Sunday - pot mast, chicken
strips, *chicken and rice bake,
mashed potatoes w/gravy, fried

okra, *baby carrots, soup of the
day.

I PLIDAY

Local man promoted to Navy Chief Petty Officer
Special to the Ledger
NORFOLK, Va. — Navy
Chief Petty Officer Jarred S.
Lee, a 1999 graduate of
Mayfield High School in
Mayfield, was recently selected
for promotion to Chief Petty
Qfficer in the U.S. Navy while
assigned at Naval Air Station,
Kingsville,Texas.

The 2012 Hickory Woods
calendar unveiling will be
Saturday, November 19th
at 5:00pm.
Calendars may be purchased
after 6:00 pm on the 19th
for $5 each.

While serving in the ranks of
Petty Officer 1st Class: Lee
became a candidate for promotion to Chief Petty Officer by
passing a written exam. A selection committee, comprised of
other high-ranking Chief Petty
Officers and commissioned officers, then selected Lee from
among other top candidates
based upon his leadership and

professional abilities. Promotion
to Chief Petty Officer marks a
major step in Lee's naval career,
according to a Navy spokesperson.
The ranks of Chief Petty
Officers are comprised of only
top Sailors who are technical
experts within their job rating.
Lee joined the Navy in June
1999.

Check Out These Great Homes

or-A=1m
iho
Pal Cherr)
270-293-0318

58 Seth Lane
3 bedroom. 2 bath home located north of
Murray Covered front porch with room to sit
and enjoy the outdoors Step into open familyroom that flows into the kitchen area. Lots of
cabinets in kitchen Master bedroom with master bath. Split bedroom design Laminate
flooring new in the last year. New roof in
2009 Large fenced backyard Central heat and
air

Price reduced to
$86,000!

PANDORA
1,%/Ottl,f tlAfit I

M,,,,et \

NEW LISTING!87 Chancey

lifakes
a Great 4
Gift!

Bingo to be held
Tuesdays
The public is invited to Bingo
Night, held every Tuesday at
6:30 p.m. at the Knights of
Columbus, 332 Squire Rd.,
Murray. Please note the building
is a non-smoking facility. For
more information, contact
Kevin at(270)293-7061.

the cob, fried okra, *homestyle
vegetable beef soup.
lkiesday - *Fish Almondine.
chicken enchilada bake, meatloaf, *seasoned green beans,
breaded yellow squash, *baked
potato, *cooked cabbage,
refried beans, Wisconsin cheese
soup.
Wednesday - *lemon pepper
chicken, BBQ on a bun, ham
and cheese quiche, liver and
onions, *baby lima beans,
*Italian style broccoli, baked
sweet potato,onion rings,chicken gumbo.
Thursday - ham and cheese
puffs. *roast turkey w/giblet
gravy, battered fish filet, cornbread dressing, fried zucchini,

Iraq, Williams
270-243-3467

GREAT Fishing Getaway or Full Time LAKE
Living located on 2 lots in Lakeway Shores!
Move-in-ready home has open living area with
new carpet, slate tile and hardwood floonng. New
windows and sliding glass door with warranty.
Enjoy the fresh air and scenery of matured trees
and year-round water view while relaxing on the
large deck. Detached garage has electric and
garage door opener_ Active HOA with subdivision
restrictions not allowing mobile homes. Access to
community boat ramp and park area

Priced at $64,900!

Vinta6e Rose
303 N 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
270.759.2100
Mon-Fri: 10arn-5pm
Sat 10am-4pm

UNITY

84 Utterback Rd.• Murray, KY

270-759-8700 or 888-231-5014

AMPBELL REALTY
limt.00411110100.1•••/.. mh.

•4.11.0r••....••••11.5,

e-mait: ahaLoetaturraytedger.com

Chamber checks available for holidays

Photo provided

RIBBON CUTTING: Rob Cash, a broker with Diederich Healthcare, offers medical malpractice
insurance and is new to the Kentucky market.

Local District Court judge participates in District Judges College
Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT, Ky. — District Court Judge Randall A.
Hutchens, who serves Calloway
County, participated in the 2011

Kentucky District Judges College that took place Oct. 1821 at the Administrative Office
of the Courts in Frankfort. The
AOC provided the judicial edu-

Your We. Your money.

Your partners.
ANNUITIES
LIFE INSURANCE
FINANCIAL PLANNING

cation program for the state's
Diltrict Court judges.
The judges received updates
on case law and legislation.
They also attended sessions on
domestic violence, small claims,
search and seizure, court technology and changes to the pretrial release process under
House Bill 463. HB 463 took
effect in June 2011 and is the
most comprehensive overhaul
of Kentucky's penal code in
more than 30 years. All three
branches of government supported the legislation, which
is designed to curb the cost
of incarceration without compromising public safety.
"House Bill 463 brought
about many changes to District Court and this college
gave judges another opportunity to discuss how we're implementing this legislation," said
Nelson County District Court
Judge Robert W. Heaton, the
newly elected president of the
Kentucky District Judges Association. "We also spent time
learning how technology can
make our courts more efficient
and took an in-depth look at
the Fourth Amendment's provisions regarding search and
seizure."

Did you
...
know
Chamber
checks are
now available for holgift
iday
giving. Contact
the
Chamber in
advance for
Chamber
large orders
Chat
and to avoid
the Christ- By Lisa Earns
Satterwhite
mas rush.
These gift Murray/Calloway
County
certificates
Chamber of
can be used
Commerce
at participating
chamber retail stores and are
available in many increments.
Visit www.mymurray.com to
search for participating business
members.
Coming Up Around Town:
• Holly Berry Bake Sale
and Bazaar, First Presbyterian
Church, today. 8 a.m. to noon.
• Humane Society Holiday
Bazaar and Pet Portraits, MCC
Library Community Room,
today, 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
• American Medicine Chest
Challenge - Bring Unused and
Expired Medicine, Sheriff's
Office, 701 Olive St., today,
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
• Gustavus Adolphus Henry
Sr.: One Family's Life During the Civil War, Homeplace,
LBL, today, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
• Cotton Seedin' Time!,
Homeplace,LBL,Today, 1 p.m.
• Fort Henry 150th Anniversary Program, Homeplace,LBL,
today, 2 p.m.
• Holiday Open House, Murray Merchants, Nov. 13, 1-5
p.m.
• Garbage in the Garden,
Homeplace, LBL, Nov. 13, 24 p.m.
•American Red Cross Blood
Drive, C.A. Jones Management
Group, 306 Andrus Dr., Nov.
15, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. *(M1M).
• MSU Dept. Of' History
presents: Roots 2 Music Concert, Wrather Museum, Nov.

15, 7:30 p.m., free.
• History Research Forum
History
- Joint Meeting:
Research Forum/World Civilizations Program Seminar,
"Strategies of Defensive Modernization: Porfirian Mexico
and Meiji Japan, Faculty Hall,
Room 505, Nov. 17, 4 p.m.
• Small Business Development Center presents Pre Business Orientation, RBIC, Nov.
17, 5:30-8 p.m., call 809-2856
by Nov. 15 to attend.
• Orpheus in the Underworld, Robert E. Johnson Theatre, Nov. 17-19, 7:30 p.m.:
Nov. 20, 2:30 p.m.
• MAG Holiday Sale, Miller
Conference 'Center, Nov. 18,
4-7 p.m.; Nov. 19, 8 a.m. to
4 p.m.; Nov. 20, noon to 4
p.m.
.• Playhouse in the Park presents: Murray Dance Stars,
Curtis Center, Nov. 18,6 p.m.,
call 759-1752.
•• Texas Hold' Em Tournament, Knights of Columbus,
332 Squire Rd., Nov. 19, Registration: 1-2 p.m.; Play: 2
p.m.
•Hanging of the Greens/Holiday Meal, First United

Methodist Church, Nov. 20, 5
p.m.
• Funtastic Families: Anger
Management, Adult and Family Ed Bldg., 92 Chestnut St.,
Nov. 21, 5:30-6:30 p.m., free.
• Community Thanksgiving
Dinner, Murray Banquet Center, 926 S. 12th St., Nov. 24,
worship at 11 a.m.; dilute from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m., call 7536460 for transportation or a
delivered meal, call 293-9490
to volunteer or make a donation.
• Festival of Lights, Christmas in the Park, MCC Central Park, Nov. 26 to Jan. 3
• Murray Band Boosters
Fruit Sale, through Dec. 9.
• *(M1M)denotes Murray In
Motion seal for promoting
health and wellness.
Upcoming Ribbon Cuttings/Events:
• Murray Holiday Open
House, Murray Merchants, Nov.
13, 1-5 p.m.
• Lake Chem, 112 N. 12th
St., Nov. 17, 10 a.m. (new
business).
• Murray Auto Spa, 1530
St. Rt. 121 N. Bypass, Nov.
17, 11 a.m. (new owners).
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SMOOTHIES: Murray Elementary School has teamed up with
University Book and Bean (C.A.Jones) to encourage students
to have good attendance in school with smoothies. Matlene
Perry's first grade class had the hightest attendance for the
past nine weeks with 98.85 percent average.

Intentional business strategies
By LANCE ALLISON
County
Murray-Calloway
Chamber
How many of you have wondered at some point in your
business career, "I hope that
light at the end of the tunnel
is not a train coming?" This
statement came to mind the
other day during a conversation I had with Joe Regan,
CEO of Greater Louisville Inc.,
the Louisville Metro Chamber
of Commerce.
Joe posted on Twitter that
businesses have to be intentional. This notion of being
intentional struck a chord with
me and I wanted to find out
a little more than could be
elaborated on in the 140 characters Twitter allows you to
type.
Becoming intentional means
making a commitment to do
something. Businesses have to
cut through all of the uncertainty and become focused on
activities that will benefit them
not only for the short term,
but for the long term.
From the beginning of the
year The Chamber's theme has
been the "Year of Action."

We live here. We work here.
We understand what it takes
to protect your business.
Call David, Brian or Robert
to get started today.

It's your life and your money.
All you need is a financial professional to
partner with you to help make sure you get
the most from both • So call Mark Vinson
today at Heritage Solutions and put your
mind at ease. He has the experience to
help provide you with the answers to your
questions and the products to help make
your plans a reality. Know that as an
experienced member of the Heritage
Solutions team he is always looking out
far your life, your money,and your future

408 South llth Street
I
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UNIQUE HOME IN CITY LIMITS ON 0.4 ACRES Home was
architecturally designed m l956 and features 3 bedrooms. 2 bathrooms, cedar-lined closets, tongue and groove wood in den, hardwood under carpet. covered hack porch with stone patio. large
detached garage with work tench and additional storage building
Amazing remodeling opportunity—could be a touch of paradise in
the rrsiddle of town. Claim has been filed for roof damage Pnced
at ¶117.QtXi MLS 063896

BEAUTIFUL 4 BEDROOM. 3 BATH BRICK HOME IN
CITY LIMITS ON TWO LOTS! Features include over
2.600 square feet, formal dining, family/bonus room
upstairs, hardwood floors throughout the main level, all
appliances stay and a professionally landscaped yard. A
perfect home for family living and entertaining. Priced al
5278.000. MLS 4163825

n.wintirraN krrealestate.com

When I made
this our theme
I did not connect it to being
intentional.
However, the
more I think on
it. our "Year of
Action"
has
Allison
been nothing but
intentional. Every decision we
make here at the Chamber has
been with the "intent" of benefiting our members and the
community.
Many of you deal with the
everyday issues of paying the
bills, making sure salaries are
paid and hoping at the end of
the day something is left over.
As a former business owner I
know these feelings all too
well.
There are a few things I
would like for you to remember in your quest to remain
focused. First, continue to market your business. It is too
easy to see marketing as low
hanging fruit in slower times.
If you have all the business
you can handle that would be
one thing, however, I doubt
that many of you have that
wonderful problem. Marketing
your business throughout the
year keeps you on the mind
of your customers. Second, find
ways to develop your business
skills. Professional development
can be one of the hardest things
for people to make time for
but it is one of the most critical for you to do. Third, get
out and network. Networking
gets you recognized in your
community. The more people
you can come into contact with
and develop a relationship with,
the more you are: thought of
as a source to go to when that
person needs your product or
service,
The holiday season is a time
which many of you rely on to
make the year a success. My
hope is that you would keep
this idea of being intentional
in the back of your mind as
you enter the season.
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The search for baitfish is key in winter pool
The lake elevation is now at
winter pool
and unless
there
is
another
major storm
that floods
the area, it
will remain
stable most
the winter.
Fishing Line of
It takes a
By Jerry
while to get
Maupin
accustomed
to the lower
Outdoors
winter elevaColumnist
tions
but
most local anglers know the

shallow flats and where the
majority of the brushpiles are
placed in the deeper areas such
as creek beds and old sinkholes. There are hundreds of
places where the baitfish can
gather and have plenty of tiny
critters to survive on until
springtime.
We have traveled several
miles looking for the baitfish
that survived the major flood
and didn't get swept away. I
know there are still coves
which only have a scattered
few of the shad remaining
there! What few we do see are
growing nicely but we all know

that the big stripers are on the
hunt for fresh shad and when
they locate them, they are eaten
quickly.
I haven't spoken to any
anglers below Paris Landing
but I suspect the conditions are
about the same.
Another side effect to consider is the loss of the young
bluegill. We smoked the "big"
bluegill early on and we could
tell that the coves were almost
void of all young fish as the
water elevation kept falling.
There isn't a better place to
catch these big bluegill and
shellcrackers than in the deeper

bays.
Well, when the lake elevation began to drop seriously,
the bluegill went to the deeper
banks and then they must have
traveled out to the deeper bays
where they could feed on the
shad minnows just like the
other species do. Hopefully,
during the winter months, these
bluegill will find enough food
to sustain them and keep them
healthy for the coming Spring.
Brother-in-law
Willie
Jackson and I took one morning to explore below Kentucky
Dam spillway in hopes of finding that place loaded with the

bluegill that usually hang out
there around the pier. It was fun
for around ten minutes then we
realized this was the day most
local trot-line anglers were out
in numbers and came into the
pier to throw cast nets and
catch the shad they used for
bait.
Now, you know any self
respecting bluegill is not going
to say in waters such as that.
Willie did catch a couple but
they were released and we
finally realized that this day
was not going to be good at this
location. It was good for the
legs climbing all those steps,

Modern deer season opens today
Its opening day! For all of the last evening in preparation
us afflicted with chronic white- for opening day. Equipment was
tail fever, this is the day we've checked and rechecked, guns
waited for wiped clean and properly oiled,
all year. By knives sharpened. Hunting
the time you coats and orange vest were
read this, a hung on the backs of chairs as if
number of they might be forgotten otherwhitetail wise in the pre-dawn hours.
hunters will Boots were laced, wool socks
have their dug out of forgotten places.
deer in the
Some hunters spend the
back of the night before opening day in a
truck
Or
deer camp where they sit
In The Field hanging
around a fire until the wee hours
By Kenny
from a tree. of the morning, telling stories
Darnell
Many more, and tales that are told every year
Outdoors
however, but never seen to get old. There
will
Columnist
have will have been cabins crowded
nothing but with over-stuffed hunters set astories of deer they've seen or tremble with snoring. Someone
didn't see. But it's just the first will rise early in these deer cabday of a sixteen day season.
ins to make a hearty breakfast
Young and old alike spend of eggs and bacon, maybe even

country ham with biscuits and coffee pot set up, the thermos
gravy. After all, it is opening on the cabinet. My hunting coat
day - and everything must be is draped over a chair, my boots
practiced to excess on opening stand by the door beside my
day.
gun. Sure, I could have loaded
The one constant whether all of the necessities into the
snuggled in one's own bed, truck on the day before, but that
tucked into some hideaway might have caused me to forget
cabin, or reclining fitfully on a something of extreme imporbedroll beside a smoldering fire tance.
is the lack of sleep brought on
There is sausage standing at
by intense anticipation. Any ready for the usual breakfast
sleep at all will be sparse and sandwich. Granola bars along
woefully inadequate. Morning with peanut butter and cracker
will come way too soon, but it is packs are stuffed in any pocket
opening day.
that is not already full. Like
By the time daylight rolls every hunter, I anticipate an
around. I will have packed and early end to the morning with a
repacked every pocket - pants, big buck, but I am always preshirt, coat, vest. The Chairman pared to spend the entire day will be unhappy because the just in case. I've got a bottle of
few essential items that I dare Gatorade to stash somewhere
not forget have become a pile and I've learned not to pack edion her kitchen table. I have the bles in the same pockets where I

carry deer lure.
I've got an extra flashlight,
two knives, and a hank of twine
- the purpose of which I have
no idea. I've folded up a bundle
of paper towels and stuffed
them into a baggie, have a grunt
call, a rattling device, a can that
bleats like a deer (I think) all
packed away somewhere. By
the second or third day of hunting. I'll be down to a gun, a
knife, and a couple of granola
bars - with all the extra accessories that I cannot hunt without
scattered about the floor of the
truck or somewhere on the
kitchen cabinet.
But for now, it's opening
day. I hope you're reading this
with a big deer hanging from
your tree, but if not, there's
always tomorrow. Good luck
and above all, hunt safely.

Kentucky Afield Outdoors: Kentuc
Lake on the verge of great Crappie
scratch anything because they a day. The fish are there, that's them.From KDFWR
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Poor will be reeling in too many for sure. We caught mostly
A Roadrunner is a small jig
spawns
white crappie. It was awesome. with a tiny spinner attached to a
2005-2007 crappie.
from
"The 2009 white crappie I've never experienced crappie horsehead-shaped
impacted the numbers of young
leadhead
was
exceptionally fishing like that."
white crappie in Kentucky spawn
dressed with marabou. They
Lake, resulting in spotty fishing strong, the best in a long time,"
Their largest fish was a 16 also come with curly-tailed
for white crappie over the last said Paul Rister, western fish- 1/2-inch white crappie. Oster plastic grubs or tubes as a traileries district biologist for the threw 1/16-ounce Roadrunners er and Kentucky Lake crappie
several years.
The crappie population in the Kentucky Department of Fish at bridge pilings in Jonathan hit them with abandon. Oster
lake also morphed from mainly and Wildlife Resources. "We Creek and on the U.S. 68/80 used the model with a tube trailwhite crappie to predominately bought a deep water trawl to Bridge on the main lake.
er. Purple, red, white and orange
"We caught more black crap- with chartreuse were the best
black crappie due to aging of assess the numbers of young
the lake. The water flows clear- crappie in the lake. We saw pie on the rip rap around the colors.
"We caught 3-to-1 non-keeper than it once did and more strong numbers of young white bridge pilings," he explained.
sunlight reaches the depths, crappie. It looks promising for "They stacked up at the point ers to keepers," Oster said.
generating more aquatic vegeta- future white crappie fishing. where the rip rap hit the bottom "Next year may be phenomenal
tion. Clearer water and more The white crappie fishery is of the lake in about 9 to 14 feet on Kentucky Lake for crappie."
of water."
Rister said they captured
vegetation favor the black crap- coming back."
What Rister and staff see in
They caught many white many two-year-old, 8- to 9-inch
pie and their numbers increased
dramatically in the last decade their sampling nets is also crappie near the mouth of white crappie in their populareflected in the crappie fishing Jonathan Creek by probing tion sampling along with
in Kentucky Lake.
The poor white crappie on Kentucky Lake this fall."My brush near drop-offs. "There are healthy numbers of white crapspawns and population changes Dad and I fished last week and so many man-made brush piles pie born in 2010 and earlier this
left some Kentucky Lake crap- we caught a lot of fish," said in Kentucky Lake now," Oster year.
"The crappie population in
pie anglers scratching their Ryan Oster, federal aid coordi- explained. "Even if you don't
heads in frustration the past sev- nator of the fisheries division of know where they are, get a good Kentucky Lake i's extremely
eral years. If current trends are Kentucky Fish and Wildlife. map and check areas near drop- cyclic," Rister said."We are just
any guide, crappie anglers on "We came back with our limits offs with your electronics. Poke riding the wave. In 4 or 5 years,
the lake won't have time to every day. We averaged 100 fish around little and you'll find it could be glory time for crap-

Kentucky Fish And Wildlife To
Discuss New Asian Carp
Harvest Program At Nov. 15
Public Meeting at Kentucky
Dam Village
Asian carp problem and how
From KDF1VR
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The the harvest program will be
Fisheries Division of the implemented. Whether you are
Kentucky Department of Fish a fishing guide, a person wantand Wildlife Resources will ing to help with the issue, or
outline its new Asian carp har- are just interested in learning
vest program during a public about Asian carp, you will want
meeting set for 7 p.m.(Central) to attend this meeting.
The Asian carp harvest proNov. 15 at the Kentucky Dam
gram will include Kentucky
Village Convention Center.
Fisheries officials say com- ,Fish and Wildlife observers
mercial angling is the best way and trained volunteers whenevto help control the expanding er commercial anglers are
Asian carp populations in scheduled to fish in normally
Kentucky and Barkley lakes. restricted waters. Observers
Asian carp can present a hazard will monitor Asian carp catch
to boaters and compete with rates and nob-target fish catch
and disposition at release.
native fish for food.
Officials will discuss the Kentucky Fish and Wildlife

will post commercial fishing
information and data from this
program online at fw.ky.gov.
Commercial fishing is the
most economic method of
removing large quantities of
Asian carp from Kentucky and
Barkley lakes and their tributaries. This is an opportunity to
demonstrate how the commercial fishing industry can work
alongside of and co-exist with
anglers for the benefit of
Kentucky's native fish species.
Everyone interested is invited to attend this meeting. The
convention center is located at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park in Gilbertsville.

pie fishing on the lake."
He
also
recommended
anglers target Mississippi tributaries for good fall crappie fishing. "We went to Hickman
Harbor on the Mississippi River
at the mouth of Obion Creek
and the parking lot is usually
empty," Rister -said. "There
were 8 to 10 trailers parked
there. They are slaying the crappie in up Obion Creek and
Bayou De Chien. We started
sampling and we had to push
back the black and white crappie just to find some shad. We
would see 50 to 70 crappie, with
many in the 8- to 12-inch range.
It really surprised us."
Get out to the Kentucky
Lake area this fall and enjoy
some of Kentucky's best white
crappie fishing witnessed in a
long time.
"I've had several people tell
me they've never had better
crappie fishing on Kentucky
Lake than here recently," Rister
explained.

you bet.
It is still decent weather to
cast for the big bass which are
still feeding as fast as they can.
They have to get themselves
ready for the coming cold
weather and that means eat a
lot of fish, frogs and crawfish
to get that body super healthy.
For a few weeks we saw
huge schools of young bass
traveling together as they united for the shad. Lately the
action has changed to a slow
trickle but we have hope they
will survive the winter.
Happy Fishing!

NRCS is
accepting
apps for
WHIP
From KDFWR
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
USDA's Natural Resources
Conservation Service(NRCS)is
accepting applications for the
Wildlife Habitat Incentives
Program (WHIP). Landowners
may apply for WHIP at any
time. However, applications
received by Nov. 15 will be
evaluated and considered for the
2012 program year. Applications
received after that date will be
held until the next evaluation
period.
WHIP provides land users an
opportunity to improve wildlife
habitat. The program provides
financial
incentives
for
installing eligible practices on
land they own or control. The
land user must devote at least 10
acres to eligible wildlife practices.
In Kentucky, the primary
focus of WHIP is to improve
early successional and forestland habitats for declining
species and other wildlife.
Restoring remnant prairies,
planting native grasses, shrubs
and trees are some of the eligible
practices for the program. Other
eligible practices include implementing forest stand improvements and creating shallow
water areas. Excluding livestock
from sensitive streams and
woodlands is also an important
focus under Kentucky's 2012
WHIP. Since WHIP focuses on
improvement to wildlife cover,
food plots are not eligible under
the program.
WHIP applications are evaluated and ranked to determine
which applications provide the
most beneficial habitats. For
more information about the program, visit your local NRCS
office or call the Kentucky Fish
and Wildlife Information Center
at 1-800-858-1549 and ask for
the name and telephone number
of the private lands biologist
serving your area.
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FirstChoice FireArms
"Your Hometown Gun
& Ammo Store"
t
Stop by & Browse Our Store Something For Everyone!
102 N. 5th St • 270-761-GUNS(4867)

04/ifi SPECMIS
SUNDAY - BOGO Pizza (Limit 3)
MONDAY NtGirr WINGS - 290 Buffalo Wings
TUESDAY - 10" Pizza (1 Topping)
11.

WEDNESDAY HUMP DAY
Any Burger w/Fries

FREE
: APPETIZER:
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Chicken Tenders
a.
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PREP SWIMMING

Murray's Erickson signs to swim for UNLV Rebels
SENIOR BECOMES FIRST TIGER
SWIMMER TO SIGN FOR DIVISION-I

throughout my swimming career
in high school but I had a lot of
teammates on the way that
helped," she said. "It's just a
weird experience knowing that
said. "I started thinking about I'm the first one to sign with a
By GREG WADDELL
(looking at colleges) the end of Division I team. Just knowing
Assistant Sports Editor
Friday was an important day sophomore year after the swim that I'm doing that and that it's
In Murray High history. More season ended and, knowing that paving the way (is great). I
importantly, though, it was a big junior year I would start looking know swimmers on our team
day in Lauren Erickson's history more at colleges, I never would that are in high school that I
;as Erickson, a standout swim- have put UNLV on my radar. could see doing that in the next
'per for the Lady Tigers, made For one, its a very good and couple of years when they gradher future official in the MHS successful Division 1 program uate. That just makes me excited
hibrary, signing her National and ljust never thought I would about other swimmers' futures
Letter of Intent to swim colle- end up 28 hours west of where I and knowing that we can start
igiately for Jim Reitz and the live. So, just being here today making swimming a historical
Rebels of UNLV. By doing so, and signing with UNLV just sport in Murray instead ofjust a
!she became the first swimmer in seems like such a big accom- new sport because we've only
iprogram history to sign with a plishment for me and makes me been around 12 or 13 years."
really excited about what lays
pivision I school.
.What sold on her on the
Still, for her, the moment was ahead in my future."
Rebels, though, was the way
As for being the first swim- they welcomed her as a recruit
just the end result of years of
hard work she said. Where she mer to come from Murray, she said. That and head coach
goes from here is still a bit of a Erickson credited her teammates Jim Reitz's résumé certainly
shock though as she admitted for helping her get to where she didn't hurt.
he Rebels weren't on her radar is but noted she won't be the last
"It wasn't so much like they
to sign on that dotted line.
nitially.
felt they had to (be friendly to
L&T file photo
"I definitely had some rough
"(Getting here) has definitely
Murray High swimmer Lauren Erickson signed her National Letter of Intent Friday afterbeen a lot of hard work," she seasons and rough times
III See ERICKSON, 9
noon to attend and swim for the University of Nevada-Las Vegas.
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL:
MURRAY STATE 76, HARRIS-STOWE 49

Poole
play

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times
Murray State guard Donte Poole (11) rises up for a shot
over Harris-Stowe's Kevin Kramer (22) while Robert
Mumphard (3) watches on. Poole led the Racers Friday
night with 18 points, as the Junior guard helped Murray
State get off to a 1-0 start in 2011.

MURRAY STATE JUNIOR GUARD
DONTE POOLE GOES FOR 18 POINTS
AS RACERS GET FIRST WIN
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Murray State head coach
Steve Prohm was very candid
with his potential starting lineup
prior to Friday night's season
opener against Harris-Stowe.
When asked about the starting five leading up to the game,
Prohm would smile and simply
reply, "I'm going to rely on
experience."
That turned out to be a good
plan Friday night.
Murray State was led by junior Donte Poole and senior Ivan
Aska. as the Racers defeated the
Hot nets 76-49, giving Prohm his
first victory as the Racers' head
coach.
Poole had a game-high 18,
and also grabbed five rebounds,
while Aska pitched in 16 on 8for- 11 shooting while also getting nine rebounds in the win.
The duo were joipod a the

1

Up Next
Murray State at
Morgan State

PREP FOOTBALL: MURRAY 35, HANCOCK CO. 21

By GREG WADDELL
Assistant Sports Editor
If the Murray High Tigers
were nervous they sure didn't
act it last night as Steve Duncan
and his boys in black rolled past
the Hancock County Hornets
35-21 in the second round of the
playoffs.
The offense, led by senior
running back Bob Fields, was
steady, wracking up 228 yards
and four scores, and the defense
played opportunistictly, coming
up with timely play after timely
play to keep the Hornets on their
heels, to move the Tigers one
step closer to their goal of a
state championship.
It didn't take long.
Murray would open things
up quickly in the first quarter,
employing an option attack
early with a pitch to Dylan
Boone, who rumbled 27 yards
on the teams opening drive to
push the ball near midfield.
After fighting into Hornets' territory, it looked like the Tigers'
drive would stall but on 4th and
1 Murray drew Hancock County
offsides to preserve the drive.
Plays later James Holland
would weave his way through a
host of defenders to take Murray
to within 10 and on the ensuing
play Bob Fields would take a
pitch to the right six yards for a
touchdown scamper.
The Tigers would add another just before the end of the first
quarter as the Murray High
defense would show up in a big
way. With the Hornets' deep in
Murray territory, an Ian Heskett
hit popped the ball loose into the
arms of a waiting Dante Howard
who scooped up the fumble and
rumbled 75 yards for the second
score of the game.
They weren't done though as
the defense forced another fumble on the very next offensive
play for Hancock County with
Darius Catlett coming up with
the ball on the 29 yard line.
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GREG WADDELL / Ledger & Times
Murray's Bob Fields (10) prepares to make a tackle in last night's 35-21 second round
playoff win against Hancock County. The defense, which forced timely turnovers.
helped the Tigers rally despite losing the yardage battle.
The Hornets would strike defense made another huge stop late in the game.
back midway through the sec- on Hancock County's first drive
That's exactly what they
ond, though, as Dylan Hubbard as Kody Therell skyed to snag would do, though, as Deese
would plunge in from 21 yards the interception and give the would borrow a play from
out and Justin Hamilton would ball back to Murray in great Madden at the five minute
add a run on the two point con- field possession.
mark, employing every juke
It would take Tigers a few move in the book en route to a
version to pull within six.
Deon Howard made sure the minutes to score but they finally 23 yard scramble to paydirt.
Tigers would have all the punched one in at the eight
From there it was all Tigers
momentum they would need minute mark as Deese danced in before a late run by the Hornets
going into halftime however, from 11 yards out.
with II seconds in the game
Murray would pick up anoth- would pull the game to within
ripping off a long return from
inside the five to put the ball at er fumble recovery on the ensu- 14.
ing kickoff but would give the
the Murray 47 yard line.
Overall though, senior Kody
Kendall Deese would make it ball back to the Hornets who Therell noted his team had a
count minutes later, hooking up scored with under a 1:30 left in good game from top to bottom
with Daniel Overby from 11 the quarter.
to get the win.
From there the two teams
yards out with just 57.4 seconds
"We played great." he said.
would trade a few possessions "The defense played really well,
left in the half.
The Tigers wouldn't lose any before the Tigers would get the
•See TIGERS,9
momentum in the second, as the chance to put the game away

WOMENS COLLEGE BASKETBALL: MURRAY STATE 76, EVANSVILLE 61

Up Next
Murray State at
Indiana
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Erica Burgess admits the
wait to get back on the basketball floor was difficult.
against
night
Friday
Evansville, the 5-6 sophomore
point guard acted like it.
After sitting out last season
due to NCAA transfer rules,
Burgess — formerly of
Southeastern Louisiana —
unleashed a year's worth of
waiting to the tune of 18 points
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When: 6 pm
Where: Hill Field House
Radio: WFGS, 103 7 FM
Records: MSU 1-0 (0-0, OVC), MoSU
0-1 (0-0. MEAC)

starting lineup by senior Jewaun
Long and juniors Ed Daniel and
Isaiah Canaan, the five players
with by far the most experience
on a relatively young Murray
State squad.
"I can't say enough about
Ivan Aska," Prohm said. "And
Donte, he's so good with his
hands. When he's locked in
defensively, he's a really versatile guy for us."
A couple of newcomers made
their presence felt too, however.
Stacy Wilson, a junior-col•See MEN,28
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and nine assists, leading Murray
State past Evansville 76-61 to
open up the 2011 season.
"She's an exceptional player,
and really the sky's the limit for
her," Cross said. "The more
confidence she plays with
offensively from a scoring
standpoint the better player
she's going to be.
"I know she's thrilled to get
the first game in. It's hard to sit
out for awhile."
Burgess wasn't the only

When: 6 p m
Where: Assembly Flail
Radio: WNBS 1340 AM
Records: MSU 1-0 (0-0, OVC) IU 0-1
(0-0. Big Ten)

Racer with a solid performance
in their debut, however, as
freshman Ashleigh McBean led
the Racers with 10 rebounds,
while Kyra Watson added nine
boards to go along with her
eight points.
"Kyra had almost a doubledouble, and she didn't even
play her best offensively,"

Cross said. "McBean. I told her
that I'd never seen a doubledigit rebound performance
without a point in my time at
Murray State. but she went up
and got some rebounds for us."
The Racer defense was the
difference in the game, however.
Cross promised a fast-paced
product prior to the start of the
season, and made good on his
word against Evansville.
The Racers utilized 13 players in the game, running a 40minute full court press, something that kept the Purple Aces
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL: KENTUCKY 10g, MARIST 58

From Page 8
tackles when were kicking into
the offense played awesome and the wind. I think the turnover
the special teams did as well. ratio was huge for us and we
All around great job. Our were able to take advantage of
defense came up and made that. I'm real proud of our guys
plays and shut them down. It and our coaches do a fantastic
was great. Overall, we did real- job."
Still, though, his team can
ly well and stuck through to the
enjoy
it's win overnight, come
end."
As for the defense, today it's time to work. That
which had another big game, work ethic has gotten them to
senior Ian Heskett said every- where they are today he noted.
thing seems to be clicking right HCHS
0
8 7 6— 21
MHS
14
7 7 7— 35
now.
"We're doing an aweFirst Quarter
some job right now of being MHS- Fields 6 run iGrettenkamp kick)
5:31
everywhere on the field and
MHS. Dante Howard 75 tumble return
being all over the ball whenever (Greftenkamp
kick) 52
given the opportunity with a
Second Quarter
fumble or interception or bad HCHS- Hubbard 18 run (2pt run good)
6:55
pass or whatever," he said.
s. Overby 11 pass from Deese
"We're always there and our (Greifenkamp kick) 57
Third Quarter
whole team is pursuing to
MHS • Deese 11 run (Greifenkamp
everybody and we're always kick) 808
HCHS - Hamilton 1 run (kick good)
there to make the play."
Duncan agreed, saying his 1:15
team fought hard last night.
Fourth Quarter
"It's a great feeling," he said. MKS- Deese 23 run (Greifenkamp kick)
"We've been working hard. That 5:00
HCHS. Hamilton 17 run (kick tailed)
was a good football team. They
11
ran pretty good on us. The thing
TEAM STATISTICS
is is we made them work and
MHS
HCHS
then we were able offensively to First downs
12
19
41-183
43- 273
do some things and then we got Rushes-yards
Comp/Aft/Int
4-5-0
2-11-1
a score of defense. It was a close Passing yards
45
23
game and that was a good team. Total yards
228
296
Fumbles/lost
1-1
5-3
We'll look and see where we
8-67
Penattiesyards
2-11
gotta get better but at this point,
when you move on that's the RUSHING — (MHS) Fields 21-88 TD
Boone 8-47 Deese 7-31 2TDs, Holland
most important thing. We're just 2-12,
Lee 1-2 Phillips 2-3
going to enjoy our victory
because we had a lot of guys to PASSING —(MHS)Deese 4-5 TO, 45
contribute. We had good special RECEIVING — (CCHS) Therell
1-15,
team play and made some good Overby 1-11 TD Fields 2-19.
One

L&T file photo
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UK routs Marist
By COUN FLY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Terrence Jones said he worked
hard to show he was a leader on
the court this season for
Kentucky. He's the reason the
second-ranked Wildcats will
have less free time off it.
Jones, a sophomore, came off
the bench for eight points in
Kentucky's 108-58 season-opening win over Marist on Friday
night after the university said he
was involved as a passenger in an
early morning car accident.
Coach John Calipari said earlier in the day that he would institute a curfew for the Wildcats.
"I felt I was doing a great
example on the court. I still
believe that way," said Jones,
who like the rest of his teammates will be forced to be back in
their rooms at II p.m. on weekdays and midnight on weekends.
"I take blame for being out that
late, but I mean, it's just something that happened to cause all
that."
Anthony Davis had 23 points
and 10 rebounds to join Jones
and Sam Bowie as the only freshmen in Kentucky history with
20-10 games in their debuts.
Davis attacked the rim in the
opener, finishing 10 of 13 with
eight dunks as Kentucky
shrugged off a slow start with a
dominant second half that turned
a single-digit lead into a 50-point

blowout in their first game of the
Basketball Hall of Fame Tip-Off
tournament.
Fellow freshman Michael
Kidd-Gilchrist had 15 points,
seven rebounds, two blocks and
two steals in his Rupp Arena
debut.
"If Michael wasn't out there
and Anthony wasn't out there,
we're down at half," Calipari
said.
Kentucky's next stop is New
York City where the Wildcats
will face No. 13 Kansas in the
State Farm Champions Classic
on Tuesday before heading to
Uncasville, Conn., for two more
games as part of this early season
tournament.
"I really think we'll be fine,"
Calipari said."Ijust don't know if
we're ready to play a team like
Kansas."
After Kentucky took a 45-36
lead in the first half, Doron Lamb
found Jones under the basket for
a slam as the Wildcats scored the
first six points of the second half.
Davis had consecutive slams as
the .Wildcats pulled away with a
21-2 run that made it 72-42 with
12 minutes left. Kentucky's
biggest lead was the final margin.
Jones had 25 points and 12
rebounds in his debut last season
and Kentucky went on to the
Final Four, losing in the national
semifinals to Connecticut. Bowie
established the first such performance in 1979.

•Women
then later in the game they
From Page 8
rattled, particularly in the first adjusted and settled down a little bit but we were able to get
half.
Evansville committed 31 turnovers in the half court."
While Cross said he expectturnovers total, 20 of which
went as steals for the Racers, ed a low amount of turnovers
while dealing with the adversity with the fast style of play, pointof facing fresh Racer legs near- ing to the fact his players often
shoot the ball before they have
ly every two minutes.
the
chance to turn it over, he did
Cross had 11 players notch
say he would have liked to have
eight or more minutes.
Meanwhile, Murray State seen a better night shooting the
protected the ball well, turning basketball.
The Racers shot just under
the ball over only 13 times
while taking 82 shots — 32 37 percent for the contest from
more than Evansville for the the field, and were just above
25 percent from long rule.
night. .
-Frie-thriaslIsiishicWid as a
"I felt that our press was
possible
weak spot for the
extremely effective," Cross
Racers
in
the
victory, finishing
said. "They were rattled, and
just 7-for-15 from the charity

stripe for the game.
Schwab and Tessa Elkins added
Cross said overall, though, six each for the Racers, who
he was pleased with the victory, move to 1-0.on the season with
particularly after the way the a trip to Bloomington to take on
Racers struggled in spots last Indiana University set for
season.
Monday night.
"We weren't able to do some
"We will see what happens
of the things we wanted to do in Bloomington," Cross said.
last year, for various reasons," "And see if it's still fun Monday
Cross said. "Whether it was night."
injuries or whatever. So to come
State
39 37 — 76
out like we did tonight and play Murray
Evansville
28 33 — 61
the way we did it felt good."
While Burgess led the Murray State(1-0) — Burgess 18,
13, Lowe 12, Karst 11, Watson
Racers with 18, she had plenty 8Robinson
Elkins 6, Schwab 6, Kirby 2.
of support from some familiar FG: 30-82. 3-pt.: 9-35.'FT: 7-15.
Rebounds: 44. Turnovers: 13.
faces.
,
Rolinikainiitched -111-13 Evansville(0-1) — Heck 18, Blair 11,
points, virat Kayla Lowe had Ellkirson 8, Collins 8, Taylor 5, Liles 4,
12 and Allison Karst finished Gillum 3, Weedman 2, Miller 2
FG: 20-50. 3-pt.: 7-18. FT 14-21.
the night with 11. Mallory Rebounds: 47. Turnovers: 31.
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From Page 8
lege transfer scored 11 points in
just 13 minutes of action, while
transfer
Latreze
Mushatt
grabbed six rebounds for the
Racers.
In all, the Racers put,10 guys
on the floor Friday night, with
nine getting more than 10 minutes of playing time.
The depth helped the Racers
primarily on the defensive end of
the floor, as they dealt with a
smaller, quicker Harris-Stowe
team.
"They were small all over the
floor," Aska said."So it made it
difficult sometimes for us to
guard all of them. They were
quick, and so I was guarding
someone much smaller."
The Hornets were able to execute their offense fairly well
against the Racers, particularly
in the first half, which Prohm
admitted frustrated him a little
bit.
At halftime, Harris-Stowe
was actually leading the Racers
in rebounds, and Prohm said he
didn't necessarily make any
adjustments, but he talked to his

players about getting to more
loose balls that the quicker
Hornets were getting t,o.
Eventually, Murray State
sured up the rebounding struggles, and after only leading by
seven at halftime, the Racers
outscored Harris-Stowe 43-23 in
the second half, while grabbing a
significant rebounding margin,
funshing the game with 43 compared to just 27 from the
Hornets.
"You have to give (HarrisStowe) some credit," Prohm
said. "They are well coached,
and they didn't just come in here
and jack up shots, if you know
basketball you noticed they were
able to get into their offense pretty well, and they made it difficult
for us at times."
Even though Harris-Stowe
plays at the NAIA level, Prohm
said sometimes games like
Friday nights' can be the most
difficult.
"These games are tough." he
said."Everyone talks about these
games, but the truth is, it's hard
to prepare for them sometimes.
You don't have a lot of film."
After the game, Prohm chose

the word 'relief' to best describe
his first win as a head coach.
The feeling, he said, won't
last long, however.
The Racers will now hit the
road for a mid-major showdown
with Morgan State on Monday
night, where they will face a
team that fell just short at nationally ranked Xavier Friday night.
'They're a good basketball
team," Prohm said.'They're big,
they are picked to win.their conference and they have two first
team all-conference guys on
their team."
Prohm said for now though,
it's good to be 1-0.
"It's better than the alternative," he said. "At the end of the
day, we won."
Murray State
Harris-Stowe

33 43 — 76
26 23 — 49

From Page 8
she said, "it was so genuine. They were all laid back
and very friendly and their head
coach has actually been coaching there over 30 years and he's
one of the longest standing
coaches in UNLV history out of
all their athletics. Just knowing
they have such a stable program
and they're very known for taking swimmers who have great
potential and turning them into
star athletes who make it to the
NCAAs and rank nationally
(was big). The coaching staff
definitely stood out to me (as
well). They weren't trying to sell
me their school: they were just
trying to sell me what school
would be best for me."
Now, though, she said she's
glad the stress of choosing a
school has passed and she can
focus on her goats at hand,
mainly going back to State for a
fifth time.

Sponsored by
Stuart Alexander
1702 Hwy 121 North Bypass
Murray. Kentucky
tuait alex.annei Okob Loin
(270)753-4703
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Kentucky Prep Football Playoffs
Friday
Class 6A
Second Round
Boone Co 14, Ryle 7
Henderson Co 48 Lou Pleasure
Ridge Park 0
Lea Lafayette 20. Campbell Co 7
Lou Butler 21. Lou Seneca 0
Lou Eastern 30, Lea Bryan Station 27
Lou St Xavier 56. Lou Male 10
Lou Trinity 55, Lou DuPont Manual 0
Scott Co 49. Lou Ballard 35
Class 5A
Second Round
Anderson Co 56, Montgomery Co 20
Bowling Green 35, Greenwood 6
Conner 84. Franklin Co. 48
Harlan Co 55, Lincoln Co 27
John Hardin 31, North Hardin 10
Lou Jeffersontown 26, North Bulliff 14
Southwestern 26. Perry Co. Central 21
Warren Central 49, Chnstian Co 0
Class 4A
Second Round
Boyle Co. 23. Rockcastle Co 0
Collins 33, Spencer Co 14
Coy Catholic as, Ashland Blazer 8
Franklin-Simpson 20, MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins 17
Highlands 67, Johnson Central 20
Lexington Catholic 4-4, Mercer Co 7
Lone Oak 56, Owensboro 19
Lou Western 28, North Oldham 19
Class 3A
Second Round
Belfry 46, Lawrence Co 16
Bell Co. 58. Wayne Co 6
Breathitt Co. 53, Pike Co. Central 20
Fort Campbell 14, Edmonson Co 0
Garrard Co 40, Russell 6
Lou. Central 62, Corbin 7
Paducah Tilghman 37, Monroe Co. 0
Powell Co. 27, Bourbon Co 15
Class 2A
Second Round
Cov. Holy Cross 45, Owen Co. 0
Glasgow 15, Bardstown 9
Lex. Chnstan 27, Leslie Co, 20
Lou. Christian Academy 30. Lou.
DeSales 27
Murray 35, Hancock Co 21
Newport Central Catholic 49. Lloyd
Memorial 0
Owensboro Catholic 45, Butler Co 27
Somerset 34. Danville 23
Class A
Second Round
Beechwood 56. Ludlow 0
Fairview 28, Nicholas Co 14
Frankfort 33, Bellevue 21
Hazard 55, Campbellsville 21
Lou. Holy Cross 65, Russellville 7
Mayfield 53, Lou. Ky. Country Day 7
Pikeville 54, Raceland 21
Williamsburg 38. Harlan 6
OVC Men's Basketball
Friday
Murray State 76, Harris-Stowe 49
Louisville 83, Tenn-Martin 48
Missoun 83, Southeast Missouri 68
Indiana State 79, Eastern lillinois 72
.Miami (Fla.) 69, Tennessee Tech 58
„14ftkftejefirs.,Stale 80, Austin Peay 71
'Saint Louis 71. Tennessee State 37
Jaeloonville State 87, Miles 64
OVC Women's Basketball
Friday

• IF
Murray State 76, Evansville 61
North Carolina Stale 66, Southeast
Missoun State 29
Mississippi State 78. Jacksonville State
41
Kentucky 96, Morehead State 60
Tennessee Tech 87. East Tennessee
Stale 76
Cleveland State 74, Tennessee State
56
Eastem Illinois 93, Oakland City 32
OVC Football
Today
Austin Peay at Murray State. 1 pm
Tennessee Tech at Eastern Kentucky. 1
pm
Jacksonville State at Southeast
Missoun State, 2 pm
Eastern Illinois at Southern Illinois, 3
pm
Tennessee-Martin at Tennessee State,
6pm
NCAA Men's Basketball
Top-25
Friday
(1) UNC 67, Michigan State 55
(2) Kentucky 108. Marist 58
(3) Ohio State 73, Wright State 42
(4) Connecticut 70. Columbia 57
(6) Duke 77. Belmont 76
(7) Vanderbilt 78, Oregon 64
(8) Louisville 83, Tennessee-Martin 48
(10) Florida 99, Jackson State 59
(11) Pittsburgh 89, Albany 56
(12) Baylor 77. Texas Southern 57
113) Kansas 100, Towson 54
(15) Xavier 72, Morgan State 63
(17) Alabama 64, North Florida 44
118) Michigan 59, Ferns State 33
Loyola Marymont 69,(20) UCLA 58
(21) Marquette 91, Mount St Mary's 37
(24) California 77, UC Irvine 56
1,25) Missoun 83, Southeast Missoun 68
NHL Glance
Eastern Conference
GP W
L OT
d- Pittsburgh
16 10 3
3
d-Toronto
16 10 5
1
d- Washington
14 10 4
0
N Y Rangers
15 9 3
3
Buffalo
15 10 5
0
15 8 4
Philadelphia
3
Florida
15 8 4
3
Tampa Bay
15 8 5
2
New Jersey
14
7 6
1
Ottawa
17
7 9
1
Boston
14
7 7
0
Montreal
15 6 7
2
Carolina
16 5 8
3
16 5 8
Winnipeg
3
NY. Islanders
13 4 6
3
Western Conference
GP W L
OT
17 10 4
d-Chicago
3
d-Dallas
15 11 4
0
d-Edmonton
16 9 5
2
14 9 4
San Jose
1
Minnesota
15 8 4
3
Nashville
15 8 5
2
14
Detroit
8 5
1
14
7 4
Phoenix
3
Los Angeles
16
7 6
3
16 8 7
1
Colorado
17 8 8
1
_AM**
15
7
7
1
9t4MIlle
16 6 7
Anelvallis
3 Calgary
15 6 8
1
1
Columbus
15 2 12
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"sharingk.floy 0/
chlisinuia pared."
The Murray Rotary Club invites you and your group to
participate in our annual Christmas Parade on Saturday,
December 3rd. Community participation and support is what
makes this such a unique and wonderful event. Please decorate
yourfloat or unit with a Sharing theine in mind.

Murray State(1.0)— Poole 18, Aska
16, Wilson 11, Canaan 10, Long 6,
Daniel 4, Jackson 4, Mushaft 3, Bland 2
Garrett 2.
FG: 30-62. 3-pt.: 5-16. FT 11-15
Rebounds: 43. Asmovers: 16.

School groups, church groups, civic organizations, bands, and music
groups are invited to enter this parade. Over $1,000 in cash prizes
will be awarded to thefirst three places in three separate divisions —
Church/Religious Division, Clubs/Civic Organizations, and
Commercial Division.

Harrls-Stows(3-2) — Lucius 17,
Kramer 6, Brown 5, Davis 4, Loveless 4
Mumphard 4, Howard 4. Hollins 3,
Kenner 2.
FG: 18-52. 3-pt.: 2-15. FT: 11-18,
Rebounds: 27. Turnovers: 17.

The Rotary Christmas Parade offers your organization an excellent
way to have some Christmasfun and maybe raise some money at
the same time. First place in each division will receive $150
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"So many things are stressful commitment that they've put
about senior year anyways,"she into it, it's the effort that they've
said. "At the beginning I was put into it and it's the hours that
constantly checking recruiting not only they but their parents
websites, emailing coaches, put into supporting them
checking my email constantly, through that effort. It's a huge.
trying to get trips ready and huge accomplishment for her."
finding dates that I could go visit
As for what she has meant to
schools and wondering,'What if the program, though, Wand
this doesn't work out and what if pointed to a variety of things.
that doesn't work out?' It's very
"What I like to start with is I
stressful and even though I feel
preach the importance of grades
like I handled the stress well and
and she also believes in that and
I tried to not let it get to me,
that's where her primary focus
signing those papers just lifted
is," he said."For a child to swim
such a big weight off my shoulwonderful and to have accorn
is
ders. Right now, it's just looking
at my goals for the end of the plishments in the water is won
derful but really it's the educa
season."
All in all though. head coach tion that's going to carry them
John Wand said the opportunity on the rest of their lives.(As for)
is a big one for her and one she's the accomplishments though,
again, it's leadership and it's
earned.
"It's huge," he said. "The showing the children and her
simple fact that any child that teammates that hard work does
goes to the next level of any pay off and those are the
sport has made a major accom- rewards you get for all that hard
plishment in their lives. It's the work you put into the sport."

The Parade officially begins at 10:00 a.m. Parade entrants
should reportfor line-up at 9:00 a.m. The primary unitfeeder
route onto Main Street is N. 10th Street. However, your group
will be contacted on December 1st with a unit number
and line-up instructions.
Name of Entry:
Contact Person:
Address:
Phone:
Contact Number & Entry Description:

,
PARADE ENTRY DEADLINE IVEDNESDA), NOV. 2'

Mail Entries To:
Rotary Club Christmas Parade, do Donna Poston
P.O. Box 411, Murray, KY 42071 or call
Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT

International Gold, Silver and Diamond Buyers
paying on the spot for valuables next week
in Murray!

wait
LIKE

By David Morgan
STAFF WRITER

Murray-area residents are in for a rare treat when
the International Gold, Silver and Diamond Buyers
(IGSDB) host on event here, from Nov•mber 14th 18th, at the Hampton Inn & Suites The company has
identified this region as prime territory for purchasing
your precious metals —especially gold and silver. The
IGSDB estimates that local residents have millions of
dollars worth of valuables that they no longer need
or want. That is where the IGSDB comes in—they
specialize in buying those items from local sellers in
the U.S., Canada and Europe.
Items like gold coins, scrap gold, sterling silver
and tea sets also diamond rings are in high demand,
right now, and IGSDB is purchasing massive quantities
of them on behalf of their global network of collectors,
dealers ard refineries.
Currelly on an international tour, IGSDB has
included Murray on its list of stops for next week.
Residents are urged to mark their calendar for this
special opportunity to meet one-on-one with gold.
silver and diamond specialists.
Because of IGSDB's low overhead, extensive
resources and massive volume, the company is often
able to pay out more than other dealers and retailers.
Many customers are surprised at how much they
are offered for seemingly small amounts. "I had two
bent herringbone necklaces, a class ring, and some
outdated earrings that I brought to a show. I walked
out with $425 in less than 15 minutes," said a satisfied
guest.
Providing on economic boost to each region it
visits, the IGSDB.projects to pay out $350,000 at
each event—a testament to the high volume of items
they purchase and the prime prices being paid. Offers
ore mode based on rarity, numismatic value, condition
and market value.
Company spokesman Matthew Enright says, "We
just paid $4,700 for a loose 1.25—carat diamond.
Our mission is to pay local, residents on the spot for
sterling silverware, fine jewelry, coins and precious
metals—especially silver and gold." The company has
seen a huge influx of gold lately. "Customers hove
been scrambling to cash into the record-high value of
gold," adds Enright. For those who are unsure if their
items are genuine gold or silver, or simply costume,
company will test it for free. "The best strategy is to
bring all items to the show for a free evaluation from
our specialists. It always amazes me how a small
handful of gold and silver can turn into hundreds of
dollars in just a few moments. We test, weigh, and buy
items right on the spot," Enright says.
At a recent show, a small—town dentist had a nice
poy day. "I hove been collecting dental gold for years
from patients who didn't want their extracted teeth.
It really added up—my check is for over $i31,000!"

While most people don't have buckets of dental gold
at their fingertips, they do have $750 worth of scrap
gold scattered throughout their homes or mismatched
earrings.
In addition to scrap gold, fine jewelry and
diamonds, coins are a big hit. Offers will be made on
all coins dated 1965 ond earlier—gold coins, silver,
silver dollars, half dollars, quarters, nickels and dimes.
Enright explains, 'U.S. coins made before 1970 are
worth more than their legal tender amount because
they contain 90% silver. Rare dates and mint marks
can make them even more valuable. We recently paid
$78,000 for an amazing coin collection. One couple
brought in a rusty coffee can filled with silver coins,
sawdust, and a dead spider. The can had been in
the basement for years. We were happy to send them
home with a check for more than $700!"
Murray-area residents should start collecting their
valuables now to bring ,to the free event, which runs
next Monday - Friday. Deals will be mode and money
will be paid on the spot. Attendance is expected
to be high, but no appointment is needed. Enright
encourages everyone to take advantage of this special
opportunity to meet directly with specialists from the
International Gold, Silver and Diamond Buyers. He
concludes, "It's a great chance for people to cash in
their old diamonds, jewelry, coins and scrap gold.
This is a seller's market, so don't miss out.I"
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LIKE GRANDFATHER, LIKE GRANDSON

Photo provided
Carson Gilliam, first grade student in Jennifer Russell's
classroom at
Murray Elementary, really enjoys farming with his grandda
ddy, Jim
Rudolph. Gilliam said he wanted to dress up like a farmer
for the
'Books Alive' party, held on Halloween.

THEIR SHIRTS SAY IT ALL

Photo provided
Anita Hill, cat lover. and Margie McClard, dog lover, recently
enjoyed
an evening out at the Hill residence.

HAIR FEATHERS

SOUNDS OF HOME

Photo provided
Melody Sheets, sixth grader at Murray Middle School,
gets a hair feather from Rayann Butterworth, parent volunteer and hair
stylist from The
Crew hair salon in Murray. Sheets purchased the feather
during "Social
Time for $10, proceeds of which will go for prizes for
the school'sannual end of the year auction.

OCTOBER YARD OF THE MONTH

Photo provided
The home of Catherine Hart, Poplar Street, was chosen
as the
October Yard of the Month by the Garden Department of
the Murray
Woman's Club

Photo provided
Madison Adams, a North Elementary 4th grader,
shares her conch
shell with the class during the story, "Sarah,
Plain and Tall." In the
story, one of the characters misses the ocean
life she had in Maine
and holds the conch shell close to her ear to hear
the ocean sounds
and be reminded of home.

PLAYING IN THE LEAVES

Photo provided
Fourth grade students in Stacy Worttiman's class at Murray
Middle
School stop for an impromptu play in the leaves on
Halloween.
Pictured, from left, are Jaxon Price, Emmalyn Tucker and Will
Carter.
Photo by Carol Chapman.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS RECEIVE SCHOOL SUPPLY DONATIONS

Photo provided
Threasa Bolton, left, retired teacher from the Jeffers
on County School system and member of the
Calloway County Retired Teachers Association, present
s a $50 check to Denise Whitaker, right, principal of Murray Elementary School, to be used for school supplie
s. Also pictured are students Avery Greer,
Claire Whitaker, Cadwell Turner, Jude Bazzell, and Grant Whitaker.
The association, comprised of retired
teachers from Murray State University, Murray Independent
School District and Calloway County School
Systems and any school system in Calloway County, sponsor
s several service project annually.

TRAVEL CLUB VISITS NORMANDY MEMORIAL

Photo provided
Dennis Fisher, principal of Southwest Calloway Elementary, recently received a $50 check
from the Calloway
County Retired Teachers Association to be used for school supplies. Pictured
, from left, are students,
Karnden Underwood, Brooklynn Underwood. Rachel Brandon and Fisher. The associat
ion. composed of
retired teachers from Murray State University, Murray Independent School District
and Calloway County
School Systems and any school system in Calloway County. sponsors several service
project annually.

AUTUMN BEAUTY

N.

Photo provided
Bank of Cadiz Travel Club visited Normandy Landing Beaches in October,
2011. The picture is taken at
the Normandy American Cemetery & Memorial in France overlooking Omaha
Beach. The group is standing.in front of 9,387 graves most of whom lost their lives in the D-Day landing
s.

Photo provided
Roger Reichmuth recently took this beautiful photo as he was leaving his home on North
13th Street. It
shows the trees that changed color overnight on Olive.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Nuithia Snyder opened the Veteran's Day celebration Saturday
with the Star Spangled Banner.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jeremy
Price, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Derek Bramley.
Ted Belue, professor of history
at Murray State University, presented a program on "The History of the Kentucky Long Rifle"
at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club.
Murray State Racers beat Tennessee-Martin 35-17 in a football
game.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of County Attorney David Harrington presenting a $500 check from confiscated property to Murray City
Police Chief Larry Elkins Monday to be used in the city's drug
and alcohol enforcement fund.
Todd Alan Rose, son of Mary
Brooks Rose of Murray and
William A. Rose of Benton. recently passed the Tennessee Bar Exam.
The 1949 class of Almo High
School held its reunion on Saturday, Oct. 19 at Seven Seas Restaurant.
The honor of being Kentucky
Naturalist of the Year has been
given to Scott Shupe of Farmington.
Thirty years ago
Raymond Sims has been hired
as new assistant coach at Murray
Independent Schools to assist Murray Middle School head basketball coach Scott Durham.
Bids were opened Thursday for
construction of the new Ledger
& Times, which will be a 12,000
square-foot brick and steel facility located on Glendale Road and
Whitnell Avenue. The new building will double the operational
capacity of the facility that burned
Aug. 29.
Retired Ambassador Richard B.
Parker, who served in Algeria
Lebanon and Morocco, will deliver the sixth annual Harry Lee Waterfield Lecture at Murray State Uni-

versity Nov. 19.
Forty years ago
Dr. Bernard Segal. faculty member at Murray State University,
will speak about "The Differences
Between Mental Retardation and
Mental Illness" at a meeting of
Murray Teens Who Care in the
youth center of First Baptist
Church, Nov. 16.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sterling Schwier.
Calloway County High School
beat Sedalia in their opening basketball game. James Wells was
high scorer for Calloway with 32
points.
Miss Kathy Lockhart, a junior
at Murray State University, told
members of the Kiwanis Club about
her experiences working with drug
addicts this summer at Agape Coffeehouse in southern New Hampshire.
Fifty years ago
Hamp Wiggins Brooks, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W.H. Brooks, won
the State Talk Meet contest at the
Kentucky State Farm Bureau convention, Lexington. Danny Kemp
, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Kemp,
took second place.
Ray Charles, internationally
known musician, will appear at
the Can Health Building, Murray
State College on Nov. IS.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. B. Max
Galloway.
In basketball. Calloway County
High School Lakers defeated Farmington 86-37.
Sixty years ago
Julie Hawkins was narrator for
a style show by the Murray Training School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America on Nov.
9. Members of Lynn Grove, Murray High and Kirksey FHA Chapters were special guests for the
show.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hart;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James R.
Scott; and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Wilcox.

Student driver can't overcome
fear to get behind the wheel
DEAR ABBY: I'm -iv senior in
high school and I'm stressed out
about the idea of driving. I took
driver's ed during the summer and
passed the course. Instead of being
excited about taking that first step
toward independence. I'm scared
to death.
I know the goal of driver's ed
is to learn
safety precautions in driving, but I can't
shake
the
feeling that
every time I
get into a car
I'm
risking
my life. It has
taken an emotional toll on
me since last
summer, and
By Abigail
I wonder if I'll
Van Buren
ever get past
this fear.
I have talked to friends about
driving, and my mom is investing in more driving lessons to
boost my confidence. All I'm asking for is some reassurance that
driving is not as horrifying as it
seems to be. A little help, perhaps'? -- I'D RATHER WALK
DEAR RATHER WALK: A
car is only a machine. Like any
machine, in the hands of someone who is careless -- or hasn't
learned to use it properly -- it
can be dangerous. You have successfully passed driver's ed. You
will be getting more lessons so
you can practice with supervision,
which should make you an extra
safe driver. If that doesn't give
you confidence, then it's time to
take your concerns to a therapist
who can help you overcome your
budding phobia.
•••••
DEAR ABBY: People write
so often complaining about all
sorts of irritating issues, so I
thought I would add a touch of
positivity. I'm 27. My boyfriend
of five years and I struggle a lot.
We're not where we'd like to be

Dear Abby

professionally, we're often strapped
for cash,and frankly, life isn't going
the way we planned. But the thing
is. I'm happy.
I have a wonderful man who
loves me and tells rne every day.
He makes me smile. Even after
five years, the best part of my
day is coming home to see him.
He comforts me when I'm sad
and cares enough to worry when
he's away. We plan on getting
married someday, but paying rent
is more important to me than an
engagement ring.
In these challenging times. I'd
like to encourage other people to
find something positive about their
lives. It can really change your
perspective. -- LOVES LIFE
DEAR LOVES LIFE: That's
true, and thank you for pointing
it out. I spoke recently with a
reader who said that when she's
feeling down, she "practices her
gratitudes" -- which include being
thankful for a sunny day. someone holding a door for her. having friends who will listen and
empathize,as well as her job, which
is working with small children
whose laughter and enthusiasm
brighten her day. In other words,
happiness is wherever she chooses to find it.
•••••
DEAR ABBY: My father is
85 and has dementia. I'm having
a problem with relatives who want
him to sign papers for property
and medical supplies he can't use.
They say that Dad OK'd them
over the phone. What do I do'? - WORRIED DAUGHTER
DEAR WORRIED DAUGHTER: Consult an attorney, preferably one with expertise in elder
law, in order to safeguard your
father's assets. You may also need
to contact your father's physician,
who can explain to the attorney
to what degree your father's dementia has progressed and whether
he is competent to be signing
documents. Do not put this off - do it NOW.
00000

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Nov. 12,
the 316th day of 2011. There are
49 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 12, 2001, American
Airlines Flight 587,an Airbus A300
headed to the Dominican Republic, crashed after takeoff from
New York's John F. Kennedy International Airport, killing all 260 people on board and five people on
the ground.
On this date:
In 1815, American suffragist
Elizabeth Cady Stanton was born

World War II Japanese leaders
were sentenced to death by a war
crimes tribunal.
In 1990, Japanese Emperor Akihito formally assumed the Chrysanthemum Throne. Actress Eve Arden
died in Beverly Hills, Calif. at
age 82.
Five years ago: Hundreds of
relatives and friends of victims
who died in the crash of American Airlines Flight 587 dedicated a memorial in New York. Gerald R. Ford surpassed Ronald Reagan as the longest-living U.S. president at 93 years and 121 days.
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Perfectionism
Q: I'm a bit of a perfection- anxious and tense on the one
ist -- both at work and in my hand, or determined and persistprivate life -- and my friends ent on the other. While being a
make fun of me for needing things perfectionist can give you a great
to be "just so." Their teasing is sense of accomplishment, it can
good-natured, but I do sometimes also lead to long-term dissatisfacwonder if my need for everything tion.
to be perfect at all times can be
Think about how you usually
a bad thing. Is there a down side feel when you are working on or
to my perfectionism'?
completing an important task. The
A: You are far from alone. In project could be a big project at
fact, a surprisingly large number work or a home renovation projof people are ect. Do you feel like your selftold: 'You're
worth rides on everything you
such a perfec- produce? Can you recognize that
tionist." Most it's OK to not be at your best
don't know if for everything all of the time?
they should
As with many things in life,
feel insulted
whether your need for perfection
or
flattered is healthy or unhealthy comes down
when some- to a matter of degree. The quesone says this. tion is: Does your perfectionism
And what do provide more benefit than negapeople mean tive aspects, or does the pressure
when they say of high standards make you unhapBy
that, anyway? py?
Dr. Anthony
W e
Perfectionism can be especialKomaron
often consider ly detrimental when it becomes
something to e extreme -- when it interferes with
"perfect" when we can no longer your basic daily functioning, work,
find any errors, mistakes or flaws. relationships and caring for yourSometimes when you've done self. In this case, it becomes
something "perfectly," it simply increasingly associated with psymeans that you achieved a par- chological disorders such as
ticular standard you set for your- depression, eating disorders and
self. Striving to achieve a per- obsessive-compulsive
disorder
sonal standard like this can lead (OCD).
to increased effort,accomplishment
The bottom line is that there
and feelings of satisfaction.
is a difference between healthy
However, when taken to an and unhealthy perfectionism. When
extreme, these standards can do it works for you. perfectionism
a number on yourself-esteem.They encourages you to achieve high
can create the feeling that "noth- but reasonable standards that lead
ing is ever good enough." Per- to feelings of satisfaction and
fectionism can also lead to a rigid increased self-esteem.
adherence to following a routine:
Unhealthy perfectionism.on the
You feel that things always have other hand, compels you to hold
to be done a particular way, and
yourself to unrealistically high
your approach can't ever be altered. expectations -- and can be drivPerfectionists who vary their en by a fear of failing and disroutines may find themselves con- appointing others.
stantly doubting their own actions.
If you feel that your need for
If you're never sure you've made perfection is interfering with how
the right decision, you can end
you live your life and your hapup always second-guessing your- piness, it might be worth speakself, even when you do act.
ing with a professional who can
erfectionism can bring on many give you some tools and tips for
different emotions. They can range how to better channel and confrom low self-esteem to strong trol your perfectionist tendencies
confidence. It may make you feel so that they work for you.
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A VOTE
FOR
FAVORITE
HINTS!
H
i
,
Heloise:
I
would love to
see a once-amonth reade
r
s '
"FAVORITE
HINT" column.
Mine is one you printed years
ago, which is to add six or eight
additional folded plastic trash bags
inside the bottom of the plastic
trash container under the sink.
Saves a trip out to the garage
where the spare bags are stored
when changing bags. Keep up the
great work. -- Will Johnston, Mission Viejo, Calif.
Wonderful, Will! So, readers,
what do you think? What is your
favorite Heloise hint? What has
saved you the most time, footsteps, money or aggravation? -Heloise
PET PAL
Dear Readers: Lori S.. via email,
sent a photo of her orange shorthaired cat, Eddie, snuggling with
her tricolored beagle. Tubby. They
look very cozy together! To See
Eddie, Tubby and other Pet Pals,
visit www.Heloise.com and click
on "Pets." -- Heloise

by
Heloise

etc., and paper towels get expenGREEN HINT
sive.
Dear Heloise: The plastic utenI bought a pack of 15 washsils from fast-food restaurants are cloths at the store and placed them
actually quite sturdy, and I save in a pretty basket beside the sink.
a few of them. They are perfect They work wonderfully for dryfor eating a quick meal at home, ing hands, wiping up messes, etc.
and they go through the dishwash- -- Jo An S.. The Villages. Fla.
er nicely. I feel like I'm doing a EASY OPEN
small part to help the environDear Heloise: Why didn't I
ment! -- A Reader in Texas
think of this sooner? Instead of
LINEN-BAG REUSE
struggling to get the cap off a
Hello, Heloise: Reuse the plas- fix-all adhesive tube or a quicktic zipper bags that linens come drying glue container that has dried
in to organize baby toys or any closed. I now poke a small hole
small, loose items. I put animal in the body of the tube with a
figurines in one bag and wooden toothpick and use the toothpick
blocks in another. Take care. -- 'to apply the glue.
Sarah, via email
I then just set the tube out to
SKUNK SOLUTION
dry for an hour or so ... it seals
Dear Heloise: Here's a great itself closed! Next time, I'll poke
tip for most any homeowner. A a new hole somewhere else and
friend spied a skunk wandering repeat. Yea! I store the used tube
around in his backyard. He near- in a plastic bag when dried shut.
ly panicked, as his wife's card -- Tina. via email
club was due to arrive in about
an hour.
Send a money-saving or timeTrying to think what might saving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
chase it away, he remembered how
795000, San Antonio, TX 78279his cat hates the noise of the vac- 5000, or you can fax it to Iuum cleaner. He revved that up, 210-HELOISE or email it to
and voila -- skedaddled skunk! - Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't
- Betty G., Circleville, Ohio
answer your letter personally but
HANDY WASHCLOTHS
will use the best hints received
Dear Heloise: When in the in my column.
kitchen. I am forever rinsing my
(c)2011 by King Features Synhands, wiping off the counters, dicate Inc.
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Hints From Helots°
in Johnstown, N.Y.
In 1927, Josef Stalin became
the undisputed ruler of the Soviet Union as Leon Trotsky was
expelled from the Communist
Party.
In 1936, the San FranciscoOakland Bay Bridge opened as
President Franklin D. Roosevelt
pressed a telegraph key in Washington, D.C., giving the green
light to traffic.
In 1942, the World War II
naval Battle of Guadalcanal began.
In 1948, former Japanese premier Hideki Tojo and several other
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Notice is hereby given that Murray Electric
System, 401 Olive Street, Murray, KY 42071
has filed an application with the Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection
Cabinet to construct a new 9'x4' Concrete Box
Culvert in an unnamed tributary to the Clarks
River. The area is located between 3rd and
4th Street (AKA KY Hwy. 2075) approximately
150 feet south of Olive Street in Murray
Kentucky and more specifically located at the
former site of Calloway County Lumber
Company. The.said property drains to the
Clarks River. Any comments or objections conceming this application shall be directed to:
Kentucky Division of Water, Surface Water
Permit Branch, Floodplain Management
Section, 200 Fair Oaks Lane,
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
Phone: (502) 564-3410.
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NOTICE TO
CREDITORS

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS

THE
FOLLOWING
GUARDIAN APPOINTMENTS HAVE BEEN
MADE IN THE CALLOWAY COUNTY DISTRICT COURT. ALL
CLAIMS
AGAINST
THESE
APPOINTMENTS SHOULD BE
FILED WITH THE
FIDUCIARY WITHIN
SIX MONTHS OF THE
DATE OF QUALIFICATION.

The following Estate
Fiduciary appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
appointments should be
filed with the Clerk and
the Fiduciary within six
months of the date of
qualification:

In re: April Meadows,
6174 ST. RT. 94 East,
Murray, Ky 42071;
11-P-239;
Guardian:
Stanley
Meadows,
6174 ST RT 94 East,
Murray, Ky
42071;
Attorney:
Trevor
Coleman, 408 Main St.,
Murray, Ky 42071;
Appointed:
10-24-11

ie tube out to
so ... it seals
ime. I'll poke
here else and
the used tube
dried shut.

In re: Amber Jairl, 405
N. 3rd St., Murray, Ky
42071,
Guardian:
Jack Jam], 405 N. 3rd
St., Murray, Ky 42071;
Attorney:
N/A
Appointed: 10-26-11

lying or timeise, P.O. Box
o, TX 78279fax it to 1email it to
am. I can't
rersonally but
tints received

In re: Anthony Dambra,
724
Fairlane
Dr.,
Murray, Ky 42071;
Guardian: Dana
Dambra, 724 Fairlane
Dr., Murray, Ky 42071
Attorney:
N/A
Appointed:11-8-11
In
re: Ivey Rane
Anderson, 571 Dunbar
Rd., Murray, Ky 42071
Guardian:
Eddie
Andereson, 571 Dunbar
Rd., New Concord, Ky
42076; Attorney: Rick
Lamkin, 304 N. 4th St
Murray, KY
42071
Appointed: 11-9-10
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A final settlement of
the accounts has been
filed in Calloway District
Court by Max Parker as
executor in the estate of
Futrell.
Dina
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
County
Calloway
District Court on or
before the hearing,
which is set ffli• 900 a.m.
On 11-28-11

Estate of: J. David
Waldrop, 3488 Edgehill
Trail, Hazel, Ky 42049;
11-P-240;
Fiduciary:
Sondra
Waldrop,
3488 Edgehill Trail,
Hazel, Ky
42049;
Attorney: Rick Lamkin,
N.
4th
St,
304
Murray, Ky 42071;
Appointed: 10-10-11
Estate of: Erma Tuck,
84
Utterback
Rd,
Murray, Ky
42071;
Fiduciary:
11-P-252;
Elizabeth
Cocke,
7445 Sir Charles Ct.,
Calvert City, Ky 42071;
Attorney: Jesse Riley,
207 Lynnwood
Dr.,
Russellville, Ky 42276;
Appointed: 10-31-11
of
Charles
Estate
Outland, 1767 Murray
Paris Rd., Murray, Ky
11-P-254;
42071;
Fiduciary: Jan McKeel,
Osborne
Dr,
701
Columbia, Tn 38401;
Zwierzchowski,
Judy
7110 Pine Valley Rd,
Cumming, GA 30041;
Attorney: Rick Lamkin,
304 N. 4th, Murray, Ky
42071;
Appointed: 11-2-11
Estate of: Bonnie Keel,
3467 Edgehill Trail,
Hazel, Ky 42049; 11-P265; Fiduciary: Michael
Keel, 3467 Edgehill
Trail, Hazel, Ky 42049;
Attorney: William
Adams, III, PO Box
1419, Murray, Ky 42071
Appointed: 11-7-11
Estate of: Jennifer
Anderson, 571 Dunbar
Rd., New Concord, Ky
42076;
11-P-260;
Eddie
Fiduciary:
Anderson, 571 Dunbar
Rd., New Concord, Ky
Attorney:
42076;
Rick Lamlon, 304 N. 4th
St., Murray, Ky 42071
Appointed: 10-9-11

Linda Avery/Circuit
Court Clerk
A final settlement of
the accounts has been
filed in Calloway District
Shirley
by
Court
Murray as guardian in
the estate of Savana
Murray. Exceptions to
this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court on
or before the hearing,
which is set for 900 a.m.
On 11-28-11.
Linda Avery/Circuit
Court Clerk
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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ADJUSTMENTS

Help Wanted
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Immediate opening for a full-time Office
Administrator/Front Office Executive for growing
fast paced IT/Networking Company to run day
to day operations Duties include
administration, bookkeeping, client customer
service, and the coordination of employee/subcontractor jobs and schedules. QuickBooks
experience is preferred. Excellent written and
verbal communication skills required. Good
knowledge of computers. technology and related software (Windows. Outlook, Word, Excel,
etc). Excellent organizational skills, multitasking
skills, attention to detail and proven leadership
ability is required.

Are you *maim

Email resume to
knsti smartpathtech.com

° Special tYtNt or

need a place to
meet?
• Etat At
Modally+ of
.The World Hall
Una 7,9-4571- Pay
12701 492-114,- WA

Cal
Losl and Fond
FOUND: 5 week old,
female, black, puppy
with white toes. Next to
Whitney's & La Cocina,
978-7583
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we ell have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
060
Hsip Thtitsd
AFLAC now hiring for a
local business to business to sales associate/benefit specialist.
High income potential,
stock, nationally recognized training program.
Fax resume to 270443-0048 or email tp
laird.region@gmail.ch-

APPLYsInline at aclecCOUSa.corn
Select Career Search
and Apply Now. When
the
application
is
FULLY completed and
submitted call us at
800-403-9970 for an
interview
EOE
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
POSITIONS
AvallabNII

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center is
currently accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN. We also offer an excellent
benefit package. Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake
Way Nursing & Rehabilitation Center 2607
Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Mediacom

Cable Television Job Opportunities

COMMERCIAL ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE
Mediacom Communications, serving more
than 1,500 communities throughout the country,
is proud to be a leader in bringing new broadband services to America's smaller communities. We are currently seeking a Commercial
Account Representative for the Marshall,
Calloway and Tngg County area and surrounding areas to dnve sales, facilitate new business
and deliver results.
You will be responsible for obtaining new Video.
HSD, and Phone Business accounts as well as
Commercial MDU accounts, and identifying all
new development complexes when they are
built and become available. Obtaining and
renewing ROE's (Right of Entries) in our MDU
complexes and maintaining good relations with
existing MDU accounts as well as commercial
business. You will also be expected to
meeVexceed monthly quota in Commercial
Video, Data, and Phone Sales, while preparing
and initiating proposals for new business
prospects. Two years outside sales experience
preferably business-to-business required, commei-cial telecommunications sales expenence
preferred. Must be computer literate, and able
to work in a fast-paced environment.
Mediacom offers an exciting work environment,
and full benefits including discounted digital
cable, phone and internet services
For immediate consideration, please apply
online at:
careers.mediacomcc.com
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Media&Th
n
Cable Television Job Opportunities

Mediacom is seeking INSTALLER to install
cable services in the Benton, Marshall and
Calloway county areas. Responsibilities will
include Installation. Troubleshooting service
problems, maintenance and selling and promot
mg broadband services. Truck & tools provided. The successful applicant will possess a
strong technical aptitude, physical ability to lift
up to 75 pounds, and the ability to work in all
weather conditions. A satisfactory driving
record is required. Mediacom offers a competitive wage in addition to a comprehensive benefit package. High school diploma or equivalent
and strong communication skills are essential
for success.
Applications will be accepted until position is
filled.
Apply at careers.mediacomcc.com
Mediacom is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Womack-Carter Options, LLC. is seeking
qualified Direct Support Professionals for
immediate hire. Applicants must possess a
high school diploma or GED and be at least 18
years of age. College Education preferred and
experience is highly recommended.
Applicants must provide clear background
check. fee applies. Applications available at
411 N. 4th Street, Murray KY.
No Calls Please!

060
Help Wanted
Childcare center
seeking
full
time
teacher,
expenence required.
Apply at The Village
12th
1406B North
Street, Murray.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

OPHTHALMIC
Assistant needed for
busy Ophthalmology
practice.
Full-Time
position available with
benefits. Expenence in
eye care required.
Qualified
applicants
only. Send resume to
Murray Ophthalmology
Associates, 300 S. 8th
St.,
Suite
505E.
Murray, KY 42071.

SAFETY
DIRECTOR
UPG in Paducah has
an opening for a
safety director, must
be experienced in
safety, degree or
experience required.
Please call Enc at
450-4145 or toll free
at 1-800-874-4427
ext. 145 or email to
egibson@upgas.com

Good white Kenmore
washer & G.E dryer.
$100 each. 293-0805
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

1505 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
Hickory
hill
sofa
denim
Fleming $250.
705-4801

Houses For Run
16x80. 3BR. 2BA
mobile home on 1 acre
lot on Jessica Ln. For
appointment
call
Todays Homes @
270-527-5645
2008 Clayton 16x80.
3BR. 28A, vinyl siding,
shingle roof, excellent
condition
270-489-2525
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
2BR, newly remodeled,
near lake. no pets.
$580- includes utilities
plus deposit.
227-0004
Nice 2BR. No pets.
753-9866

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and depost
required. 753-4109.
1BR in Murray. No
$300/mo
pets.
$200/security dep.6mo
lease. Available now
761-6150 or 556-7928
1BR, private, $295/mo
plus $425 sec. dep.
474-2520
1st Full Mo, Rent

C.A.
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment that will
begin in December:
Service
Customer
Representative
Order Entry Clerk
Positions available on
1st & 2nd shifts
Please submit your
resume
to
careers Cit chuclqones.n
et or apply in person at
306 Andrus Dr, Murray,
KY.
V
isi
t
www.chuckjones.net
for
complete
job
descriptione and other
full time employment
opportunities.
If hired, applicants
must pass a background check and drug
screen.
FULL OR PART lime
housekeeping. Please
send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-F, Murray,
KY 42071.

Mediacom
Cable Television Job Opportunities
SUPERVISOR, TECHNICAL OPERATIONS BENTON, KY to provide technical direction for
CATV operations. To hire, train, evaluate,
supervise and oversee work schedules of
technical staff. Troubleshoot and insure repair of
cable system, make necessary system adjustments and respond to customer inquiries. Insure
compliance in all systems, CLI. FCC and OSHA
performance standards. Oversee new construction for adherence to technical specifications.
Must have at least five years experience as a
Chief Technician with familiarity with all CATV
technical jobs. Advanced electronics training,
including RF test equipment and transmission
line theories and analytical techniques for problem solving. Requires demonstrated mechanical
and electrical aptitude. Must be a licensed driver without major violations. Ability to work flexible hours, including weekends, evenings and
holidays as required. Willing to be on call for 24
hours/ 7 days. Must possess good written and
oral communication skills.

HOME Health Plus is
looking for immediate
hire of Full-Time PartRegistered
time
serve
Nurses
to
Calloway
County.
Home Health experience preferred but is
not required. Home
Health Plus otters a
competitive salary with
an excellent benefit
package. EOE Please
e-mail resumes to
mfowler@hhpky.com
or fax to 270-753-4181

KENTUCKYCARE is
accepting applications
for
an
Advanced
Registered
Practice
position
in
Nurse
Bardwell KY. Complete
application online at
www.arcare.net

cr

Mediacom has an excellent benefit package.
Qualified candidates may submit resume at the
following website:
careers.mediacomcc.com
Equal Opportunity Employer

SUBSCRIBE

LICENSED massage
therapist wanted
Please send resumes
to: Calloway County
Chiropractic/The
Retreat
PO Box 1042, Murray,
KY 42071
REAL Estate agent. 1st
Kentucky Reality.
270-978-1202

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
bargains
at
has
Trends-N-Treasures.
coins.
Buy/appraise
270-753-4161
Applinam
Chest freezer 25 cubic
feet. Oldie but good.
can see work. Buyer
must move. $125. 270978-7366

CLOSE to campus! 4
bedroom rental house.
References, 1 year
lease. Available immediately.
No
pets.
$750/mo
$750/dep
436-5085
MSU students wel3BR, 1 BA,
come
C/H/A,
detached
garage, WID included.
1 year lease, no pets.
lmi West of Murray city
limits on US 121 N.
$650/mo. $650/security deposit. Call Judy St
270-753-1718
Small country home
1BR, $295/mo. $450
security deposit.
474-2520
360
Storage Rentals

Free

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

eft,
gti-thevi4gp
Subscribe to the
MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES

a

Home Delivery
Local Mail
,r stir.
,
3 mo.
.$30.00
mo...-----$30.00
3
6
4105.00 6 mo...—.—.455.00
yr.
1 )T...—...-3105.00
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 me..---....$40.00 3 mo.......--....$75.00
Rest of KY/TN
• Rumor & Borten.,

6 mo.
I yr. -----$145.00

1 yr.........
Melee
For Sale

3-5BR available now.
Walking distance to
MSU. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898

Equal oppoqunay

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

150

3 Bedrooms, 2 Bath,
unfurn, city schools,
central heat & air,
stove, fridge, dishwasher. W/D hookup,
2-car
garage, big
fenced back yard.
Melrose Dnve, Annual
lease $875, Tel.
270-873-4791.

1505 Diuguid Drive
I BR & 213R Apts
270-753-8556
TDD I-806-545-1833
Ext. 283

Computers

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting.
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows. 7534109
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

2BR,
IBA,
2-ca
garage, large yard, par
tially fenced. $550 plus
secunty 978-7441.

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

I.

Adecco is accepting
for
applications
Production/Assembly
Warehouse.
and
IMMEDIATE PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE

beige
from

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fhday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

I Check

Money Order

Visa

Name
I St. Address
I
City
I State
I
Daiytme Ph.

a
a
Zip

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
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TENNESSEE • KENTUCKY

Timber Land kuction
5,228± ACRES Sold in 35 Tracts
Tracts Ranging from 10 to 422 acres
BENTON CARROLL, HENRY, PERRY COUNTIES IN TN

CALLOWAY COUNTY,KY
Sale A: Thursday, November 17, 21)M,
Held at Paris Convention Center, Paris TN
SALE B: Friday, November 18, 1PM
kid at Perry County Community Center,
Linden, TN
INSPECTION DATES - Meet a Woltz Representative at these
locations: SALE B: Linden. Tennessee: Perry County Community
Center, 113-Factory Sheet, Linden, Tennessee - Fridays, Nos-ember
4 6; 11 - 2prii-opin. SALE A: Paris, Tennessee: Paris Hampton
Inn,1510 East Wood Street, Paris. Tennessee - Saturdays. November
& 12- 2prii-opm.
PLEASE CONTACT
Jim Woltz (KY N2042, TN N28541 or
Charlie Wade, Forester/Realtor

270-210-6267
LOCAL-TREE Service
Tree Removal
Tnmming
Stump Gnnding
& More
Fully Insured

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

Insured.
227-2617.
All Carpentry &
Handyman Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don, Murray area.
519-8570.

REMOVAL

TN *2752 KY 472173 • •

ON BEA

MINI
STORAGE
__millIli]
Size Units • Climate cont
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853
GARLANE
RENTAL
'If you've got it, we eats store it
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations•
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights. Electncity, and 24/7 Surveillance

2.5 story brick house
with barn on 8 scenic
acres. Price reduced
Call 293-7252 to view
Beautiful brick home,
2,000sqft, 3BR, 38A, 2
car garage, carport.
3acres, lake, 4MI to
Murray. $249,000.00
731-247-6193
For sale by owner. RV
and house will be sold
as a combo. RV is a
Dutch Star, 2001. 2
slide outs, 35' toot, very
low mileage. House
1900 sq. feet with
detached garage. 3BR,
2BA, large kitchen.
generator. Located on
Kentucky Lake in private subdivision. Call
for appointment. Max
Canady, cell phone
270-227-5399, email
com.imaxed@hotmail.com

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905
Storage Rentals

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

Commerical Prop. For Rent
RETAIL Store in Hazel
+/SF
$750.00/month.
270-492-8211
5000

Pets & Supplies

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
I&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S

Real Estab

Glendale.

IOXIO $25 10x15$40
(270) 436-2524
12701 293-6906

NORTH WOOD
STORAGE
1302 Hillyvood

•6x20
•6X24
•10X20
•10X24
(270)978-1107
(270) 978-1109

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

'Hurray Lodger & Times Fair
Housing Ad Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is sublect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference. limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion,sex, handicap, tamilial status or national ongin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations.or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
ot real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under tederal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby intortned
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam, 17031 M148-1000.

0••041vic• •

BLESSINGS & BUCKS
FOR BAE
MULTI-FAMILY FUNDRAISING
YARD SALE
CORNER OF 8TH & PAYNE ST.
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
All size clothig baby to adult, toys,
accessories, household items, etc.

YARD SALE
502 S. 8TH STREET

SATURDAY
7:00-12:00

ALLCARE
TREE SERVICE

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
rasing. Scalcoating
& Hauling
TONI 'FR ‘N is

Vol. 1
Answer to previous puzzle
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LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
•Discovery Flight

8
6

7 3
1 9 4

FREE

Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance

270-293-5624

Owner:
Greg Mansfield
270i 293-8480

*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

(270)489-2839

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC

& ins.
Ii( Ilit:M•IliistiCIN
OM 078-2v2.3
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129.

6
7
1

By • I tAssociat
FRAN
Tough •
translate
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Services Offered

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Veer kitle Weds
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Grovel,
Whit. Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING

MITCHELL'S
LAWN &

(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063

Dirt Work
Dozer Work
Tractor Work
Bush Hogging

227-0906
FRFF ESTIll

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE

Licensed & Insured

Leaf Vacuum
2
- Service '

(270)226-5444
,

•locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
Serving Murray
Calloway County for
over 40 years.
Free estimates.
270-753-5827

*Asphalt Installation
*Seal coating 8
striping
40 yrs. experience

MANAGEMENT
• weekly & special pickups

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

GOT LEAVES?

77 i711
-"111 '
•Tear Offs
Recovers •RapeIrs
Locally owned
Licensed & Insured
"Quality
workmanship you
can depend oh!"

293-0354

Leaf relief is just a
phone call away!
753-5726

(270)759-0501

Tree
YEARRY'S
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone 4362562, 227-0267

Check us out
on the Web!

'Larry the Cable Guy' comes to Paducah

Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky.- For several years now, Larry the Cable
NEW Listing
Guy is selling out theatres and.
3BR, 2BA
arenas across the United States.
Energy Efficient
He will be at the Carson Center
270-210-3781
for two performances at 4 p.m.
270-559-2032
and 7 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 20.
Tickets may be purchased by
490
Used Cars
calling the Box Office or online
at www.thecarsoncenter.org.
Larry is currently the host of
"Only in America with Larry the
Cable Guy" on the History
Channel, which is now filming
We Finance
its second season. The show prehollandmotorsales com
miered in first quarter of 2011
270-753-4461
and was a huge ratings success.
In each episode, Larry visits var02 Town and Country ious sites across the country
van Power everything
revealing bits of real history
Keyless entry. $4,500
while immersing himself in new
270-489-2278
and different lifestyles, jobs and
hobbies that celebrate the
1E3 Vans
American experience.
Larry is on currently on tour
with Jeff Foxworthy and Bill
1988 Ger/Win Chevy

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

1

conversion van. New
tires, good condition.
Needs air fixed. $1800.
705-4800

Used Trucks
2002 GMC 4WD Sierra
ext cab. Fully loaded,
power, leather seats,
package, alutow
minum wheels, tinted
windows, blue book
value at $10,900. Must
sell. Make offer. Call
270-293-4204
1986 Chevy truck.
Needs transmission
$1000.00.
repaired.
705-4800

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
227-0587
All Carpentry Const.
additons.
Remodel,
decks, vinyl siding,
home/ mobile home
repair.
Larry Nimmo
753-0353

Since 1986
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
nrthilkiectns.com

Engvall. The
three reunited
"Them
for
Adiots Whirled
Tour," which
was filmed as a
for
special
CMT. The special will air in
the first quarter
of 2012.
On July 4, 2009, at Memorial
Stadium in Lincoln, Neb., Larry
performed in front of more than
50,000 and taped his next hour
special Tailgate Party for
Comedy Central. The show was
a thank you to his fans and
Nebraska for their longtime support of him. The special aired on
Jan. 31, 2010, and the DVD was
released on February 2, 2010.
The comedy CD of the same
name debuted at number 1 on
the Billboard Comedy Charts.
On March IS, 2009, "The
Comedy Central Roast of Larry

The Cable Guy" aired. The
show, which Larry executiveproduced, was the third highestrated roast in Comedy Central
history, attracting 4.1 million
viewers. He also hosted and produced Larry the Cable Guy's
Studded • Christmas
Star
Extravaganza," which aired on
CMT to huge ratings success.
His new Christmas special Larry
The Cable Guy's Hula-Palooza
Christmas Luau will air on CMT
Nov. 20, 2009.
Larry is the voice of Mater in
Pixar hits "Cars" and "Cars 2."
The sequel was released June
24, 2011 and opened at No. 1
with $65 million. "Cars" was
released in 2006 and grossed
more than $200 million in the
U.S. alone.
' Larry was part of the highly
successful concert Blue Collar
Comedy Tour, which grossed
more than $15 million. The
ensemble cast of comedians

included Jeff Foxwoithy and
Bill Engvall. The tour's success
led to "Blue Collar Comedy
Tour: The Movie," which premiered on Comedy Central in
November of 2003 and at the
time, was the highest-rated
movie in the channel's history.
The DVD has sold more than 4
million units. The sequel, "Blue
Collar Comedy Tour Rides
Again," has sold more than 3
million units. In March of 2006,
'the Blue Collar boys reunited to
shoot Blue Co!lar Comedy Tour,
One For The Road in
Washington, D.C. at the Warner
Theater. The movie had its
world premiere on Comedy
Central June 4, 2006, again
receiving some of the highest
ratings. The soundtrack was
nominated for a 2006 Grammy
award.
For further information, visit
www.larrythecableguy.com.

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Monday, Nov. 14, 2011:
This year you open new doors and respond to the unexpected. Learn
not to come from a knee-jerk impulse. Take your time to form a
response; practice detachment. Good will comes forward when you
become less incisive and far more easygoing. If you are single, you
will attract someone quite unusual. This bond easily could evolve
into a romance. If you are attached, planning a special trip or scheduling a seminar together will bond you even more. CANCER really
understands you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive: 3-i-iorerage; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Apr11 19)
*** You feel torn between your professional world and your home
life. Dropping either-or thinking could be the first step in finding a resolution to the conflict. Let others see your determination Tonight:
Brainstorm with a trusted friend.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Stay open to the unexpected, even if you want to run. The
unpredictability exists to help you revise your thinking where it might
be antiquated. Nobody is making demands, per se. but your decision
is yours, no one else's. Listen to an associate who has a different
outlook. Tonight Find your friends.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Slow down and find out where you might be lacking irformabon. Once you gain greater clarity, you will be able to make changes
that add to your security and ability to function. Let go of a controlling
individual, knowing you cannot change this person. Tonight Pay bills,
then decide.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might want to rethink a personal relationship or a business partnership. Though you might have a tight agreement, when
one person radically changes, the agreement might no longer be
functional. Ask yourself if this is a possibility. Tonight: All smiles.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Listen to your sixth sense when dealing with someone you
care a lot about. Don't try to change someone's mind about an
expenditure. Unfortunately, this person needs to indulge, more for
him- or herself than anything else. You might need to look within to
see what's tnggenng you. Tonight: Vanish while you can.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** A meeting carries a message. You might need to decide what

Besh -

't

General Contractor
•Ariduioris
•Kircheas & &uhrooms
*Decks & Outdoor
Ash-hens

.4-4111
4111111111111

LANDSCAPIN

$S We will save
YOU money $5
Free Estimates
References
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Di Jacqueline Bigar
you are willing to do to further a goal. You could be most uneasy with
what is coming up. Reach out for someone at a distance whose perspective seems to be valuable more often than not. Tonight: Hook up
with a pal. Catch up on news.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*** Pressure builds. You might feel that if anything is going to be
done property, you will have to do it yourself. Perhaps you need to
work on your delegating skills. Look at how you communicate.
Though you could be impatient and frustrated, a change is needed.

Tonight: Working late.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your intellect combines with an incredible imagination. With
this mix you can walk in others' shoes and find solutions that work for
the majority. A meeting or male friend drives many of your actions
right now. Tonight: Put on some dreamy music.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Deal directly with another person. Close relating draws
strong results. You can't hold your position any longer without taking
action. A partner and those you deal with on a daily basis understand
what is happening and support you. Tonight: Togetherness.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Release an immediate issue. Once you relax, you will see
the situation in a different light. Touch base with several people in the
know or who you respect. You'll get interesting feedback. You can
see options that, up till now, were not part of your mind-set. Tonight
Follow another person's suggestion.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Pace yourself. A partner or associate will pitch in and help you
clear out more than you anticipated. You are coming from an
anchored point of view. Be positive, not rigid. You will want to avoid
a power play if possible. If you must, turn away from matters of control. Tonight: Do for you.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your imagination seems endless. You come up with solutions
when others don't. Team up with several creative people, and a solution can be found. Someone lets you know how dissatisfied he or she
is. Choose not to respond. Expect changes. Tonight: A friend
changes his or her tune.
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BORN TODAY
Musician Yanni (1954), Charles, Prince of Wales (1948). actress
Veronica Lake (1922)
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Jacqueline Blgar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigarcom.
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